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LOCAL
favor
Competing With
The NATIONAL Guys

T

he idea that “local is better” is being tested, perhaps for the first
time, on a big scale and on the big stage of morning drive. Premiere’s The Bobby Bones Show has been added to nearly 70 Clear
Channel stations since its launch early last year. At Cumulus, America’s Morning Show with Blair Garner is on 21 of its Nash-branded stations
since debuting last summer. With both companies expected to grow those
affiliate bases, locally anchored morning shows must find effective ways
to compete. So Country Aircheck assembled a panel of consultants, a talent coach and a programmer to find out what being local really entails,
how it stacks up against national and why it’s more important than ever to
create good, compelling radio.

Know Way Out

[on-air] language to use.”
Jacobs says this strategy works in markets of all
Understanding the market might seem like an
sizes. “Sit around the conference table at the radio staobvious baseline, but even long-entrenched shows can
tion, buy them pizza and sodas, and give them station
benefit from a deeper knowledge base. Jacob’s Media
hats and a tour. Really listen to them about what is
President Fred Jacobs suggests going straight to the
important in their lives and why they love
source by forming focus groups and listener
your radio station. And then do more of
advisory boards to identify practices that
that. The more activities undertaken that
juice your local image. “Use your database
are different from what’s available from
to bring people into the radio station,” he
a nationally syndicated service, the better
says. “But instead of just talking about muthe opportunity will be to drive home the
sic, actually have a conversation about their
difference.”
lives and lifestyles and what they do on the
Talent coach Steve Reynolds recalls
weekends. From there, you can usually pick
his days of doing mornings on Clasup really important information about the
Fred Jacobs
sic Rock WRDU in Raleigh, where he
kinds of programs, programming and even

still lives. He and morning show partner Kevin Silva
mounted an organized effort to become enmeshed
in the market by plugging into the collegiate sports
scene. “Sitting on top of one another are NC State,
Duke and UNC Chapel Hill,” he says. “That’s pretty
big. We knew we had to get embedded if we’re ever
going to be able to put content on the air that would
really resonate with our listeners. So we split up the list. I
took NC State, my partner took
Duke. UNC didn’t want to give
us the time of the day, but we
kept at it for two or three years
– we needed them more than
they needed us. Back then,
Duke needed us more than we
Steve Reynolds
needed them.”
Local personalities can take
a similar approach, but aren’t bound just to sports.
“Do you have a list of movers and shakers on the
charitable side of things, and in entertainment, sports
and politics in the community?” Reynolds asks. “If
you’re not making efforts to get out and meet clients
and movers and shakers, you’ll never get anything
done on that side.”
Understanding the market, its institutions and
tastemakers can be bolstered by analyzing the competition, too. Counter-intelligence on the national
show a station is facing can be an effective strategy.
“It’s that whole art of war,” WQDR/Raleigh PD Lisa
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s compelling as the notion of local radio
sounds to those whose careers grew in a
largely local medium, comprehensive research focused solely on local versus national programming
is scarce and far from definitive. There are some
pretty convincing clues, however.
Albright & O’Malley & Brenner have been asking
questions about local programming in their yearly
Roadmap studies of Country P1s with increasing
regularity. For the 2014 edition, 4,848 U.S. respondents aged 18-54 were asked, “When choosing
your favorite Country station, how important is it
that the DJ’s show originates from your town or
area?” 55.5% chose “Very important,” 29.2%
chose “Somewhat important” and
15.3% chose “Not very important.”
“We have seen a slight increase in the number of people
who rate the importance of
that higher than they used to,”
Becky Brenner says. “Some of
that may be because of the
national publicity surrounding
the new syndicated shows. But
there will always be a segment
of the audience that doesn’t
care and doesn’t know who’s
local and who’s not.”

McKay says. “You want to see what their strengths are
and then you want to see which ones you’re going to
co-op. Then you have to own them. For example, the
commercial-free concept is a very strong branding
tool and I think that’s a good position to own. But
once you do it, you really have to devote a lot of your
inventory to making it very clear that you own that
space. It’s still a game of sacrifice and focus.”

Manifest Local

Radio basics still rule. So if you talk the talk, walk
the walk. “I remember when Lee Abrams was running
Z-Rock, which was kind of like Cumulus’ Nash, but for
Heavy Metal back in the ‘80s,”
Jacobs says. “He was speaking
at a conference and defending
the whole idea of nationally syndicated programming. Someone in the audience asked,
‘Wouldn’t local programming
beat out national programming four out of five days of
Lisa McKay
the week?’ And Lee said, ‘I’ve
run around the country listening to a lot of local radio,
and most of the time the only local references I hear are
weather and traffic.’ There’s a lot of truth to that. You
can say that you’re a local brand, but being a local brand
is an entirely different thing.”
So just what is that “entirely different thing,” and how
do you get there? Reynolds shares a favorite practice.
“The biggest thing that local shows can leverage against
national shows is their ability to get out into the community,” he says. “Radio people are stars to the audience and
have the power of making converts by shaking hands and
kissing babies. Retail politics works.
“It’s important to compel the audience to want to be
around the talent, and that the talent understand the
value in being in the same room with people – be it for
10 minutes or at a concert for three hours. People walk
away and say ‘I’ve met a star! They care about the community, they’re just like me, they
love living here. And they make
me laugh and have a good time
and I’m connected to their life.’”
Making a point to be out
and seen registers high on
consultant Joel Raab’s list, too.
Just be clever about it. “Send
someone from the show and
Joel Raab
have them creatively call back
in with on-site reports,” he says.
“But you have to make those reports entertaining. It’s
not enough to say ‘I’m standing at the corner of State
and Main and I’m handing out bumper stickers.’ That
doesn’t cut it. There has to be a creative angle. The
bottom line is that for a show to succeed, it’s got to be
a good show.”
Volume 9, Issue 2, June 2014
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Local’s
Best?
Survey
Says...

Mark Kassoff & Co. recently asked 718 people
aged 18-64 if they consider radio a local or national
medium. More than half (65%) of participants identified it as local. Asked if they would listen more or
less to a local station if it began focusing more on
national programming, 51% said they would listen
less. Interestingly, the majority of respondents aged
18-24 said that they would listen more.
Edison Research’s study of millennials presented during CRS 2014 offered some interesting
info as well. Of the 1,550 18-24-year-olds who
participated in that analysis, 68% agreed with the
statement, “You listen to local FM radio stations in
order to find out about things going on in your
community.” Among other notable findings, the study suggested
that millennials also place a high
priority on spending money locally.
The most recent Jacobs Media
TechSurvey10 identified a handful
of emotional connectors that seem
to draw people to AM/FM radio.
DJs and hosts, learning what is
going on locally and getting emergency info when it was needed
all ranked high when participants
were asked why they use the
medium.

“You have to make yourself so invaluable in terms
of the connection to the community and the kind of
fun that you provide that it leaves no other alternative,” adds Albright & O’Malley & Brenner consultant Becky Brenner. “Create as much local content as
possible. Look for local angles on all national stories
so that there is a view that the other show absolutely
can’t take when they cover them. For example, if
you’re talking about Michelle Obama and healthy
eating in the schools, go to the actual lunch person
at your neighborhood school and talk to them. Create a bond with the community that a national show
could never have. Then you create a place where
every person in town feels like they have to wake up
every morning with your show.”
McKay, who also handles afternoons on ‘QDR, says

“

People want to
have a good time.
They want to be
around people who
are authentic and
real and honest
and share their lives,
and both platforms
can do that.
–Steve Reynolds

”

service content can be especially helpful in driving local
brands. “There was recently a motorcycle wreck that
closed one of our major highways all afternoon and I
had calls on it. We talked about people getting stuck.
Whether those people have meters or not, that’s branding us as being the station that’s there when they need
us. Make it part of the show. ‘How late do you think
you’re going to be for getting home?’ ‘Did you have
plans?’ That’s where you really connect with people. And
no, I don’t think that just playing songs and having voicetrackers on will ever be able to compete with that. If it
does, I’m definitely in the wrong business.”
VP/GM
Chuck Aly
chuck@countryaircheck.com
VP/Sales & Marketing
April Johnson
april@countryaircheck.com

Radio Editor
Russ Penuell
russ@countryaircheck.com
Associate Radio Editor
Jess Wright
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More Than Local

An intrinsic community feel is such an obvious
point of differentiation, even people outside the
industry see it as a crucial selling point. “We talk
to a lot of auto-makers and that’s been very telling,” Jacobs says. “I just did a connected-car panel
in Toronto at the Canadian Music Week festival and
asked the automotive guys, ‘If you were advising local radio stations in a market like Toronto,
what should they to be doing in order to compete
with Pandora and SiriusXM and all those things?
What would you tell them?’ And two-to-one, they
said to be great at being definitive local products
that reflect your communities and that have local
personalities. They don’t
know anything about radio.
They just know about their
space. It seems so clear even
to people who are outside of
our business that, ultimately,
that’s our mission.”
Being in and of the
market isn’t a silver bullet,
Becky Brenner
however. “Being local is at the
top of my list of something I would leverage against
a syndicated show,” says Reynolds. “But people want
to have a good time. They want to be around people
who are authentic and real and honest and share
their lives, and both platforms can do that. That’s
about being relevant and reflecting the values back
to the audience that they hold dear. That will keep
the audience coming back to you.”
And to programmers and morning shows with
national competition moving in across the street −
no knee-jerking allowed. “If you’re doing a good job,
it’s up to the challenger to challenge you,” warns
Raab. “Anytime you’re attacked, you should certainly
evaluate whether or not everything you do on the
show is compelling and interesting to local people.
The only adjustment is to make sure that every break
is worthwhile.”
Finally, don’t forget that the guy across the street
isn’t your only competition anymore. “Our tech
surveys continually indicate that we have reached
a digital tipping point where outside factors are
playing an increasing role in the entertainment and
information diets of audiences,” Raab says. “Widen
your competitor focus and think about the ‘why’ of
your brand – not just against the other stations in
town, but against Pandora, iPods, SiriusXM, podcasts
and all the other things that consumers now have
available on their phones, tablets and, increasingly,
their cars. Ask yourself what you do that stands out
uniquely in this crazily competitive environment. We
were licensed to serve our various contingencies in
a significant local way. Ultimately, that’s the answer.
That is the secret sauce.” 		
CAC
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Radio Wins In
Las Vegas
Second Time’s
A Charm

Small Market Personality
Bill Barrett, Tim Fox and Tracy Berry
KKNU/Eugene, OR
Their second win was even more surprising than their first,
as they explain.
Bill Barrett: We’ve been nominated several times
before, even before the first win. Then we won. Then
we took the year off, entered again and thought, “Well
there’s really no chance, it’s not going to happen.”
Tracy Berry: And there are so many terrific stations
and radio folks out there, so we’re aware that there’s
great competition.
Tim Fox: It feels fantastic to be picked again. Gosh,
it’s just a great honor to have your peers say you’re
doing good radio.
BB: I was on spring break in San Francisco with my
kids when I got the text from our PD that we’d won,
and I embarrassed myself at Ghiradelli Chocolates by
letting out a large “whoop-whoop!”
TB: I had just picked up my registration packet at CRS
when I found out and I actually phoned our PD and
said, “No, you’re mistaken.” I spent the next five minutes trying to persuade him that he had to be wrong.
TF: At the show, our seats were main stage left, main

Sleeping In ...
And An Award!
Medium Market Personality
Andy & Alison, WIVK/Knoxville

Vegas is great, but home sweet home is exactly that, which
isn’t to say Andy & Alison didn’t take in the sights. There
were plenty of them, after all.

Oregon Crazy:
Tyler Farr (l)
and Katie Armiger (r) present trophies
to (l-r) Tracy
Berry, Bill Barrett and Tim
Fox; and (inset)
Farr (l) braces
himself for a
celebratory
smooch from
Barrett.
floor, back about
40 yards.
BB: I could smell Stevie Nicks’ perfume and
was star-struck by George
and Merle. I’ve been playing country music
for a long time, and to see those two guys ... I’ve been
a George Strait fan since I spun his first record and I
played all of Merle’s stuff. I was just totally impressed
with them.
TF: The highlight was when Darius came out to sing
“Wagon Wheel” and the whole crowd was on their feet
and sang right along. It was just phenomenal.
TB: Fortunately, we were just outside the confetti zone
by a few feet, so I got to watch it come down on other
people. My hair is always a mess, so I’m not sure the

confetti would have hurt – it might have improved it.
TF: I’m going to keep my trophy on the shelf with my
four Oregon Association of Broadcasters awards, two
CMA Awards and the other ACM.
BB: I have this really cool old roll-top desk and all the
awards Timmy mentioned are on top. It’s really kind of
cool to walk into your office, look at that and go, “You
know what? Radio’s been very, very good to me.”
TB: I’ve got a library – a reading room – and the ACM
awards are so heavy, I actually put them each on a different shelf. But before I do that, I have terrific neighbors up and down the street, so when the award arrives,
I’ll just walk it around so that everyone can see it and
get a chance to hold it. It’s just a little thing I do.
BB: It’s just such a great treat to be able to put that
trophy on the mantle and say, “look what we were able
to accomplish.”

Andy Ritchie: I knew I was in Las Vegas when my
wife came up to me with an iPhone picture of street
performers dressed as Kiss and wearing chaps without
pants! I’m not sure whether I was more disturbed by
the fact that they weren’t wearing pants or that my
wife wanted a picture of them. There are some “interesting” people in Las Vegas.
Alison West: The most fun moment of the trip outside
of the awards was getting to sleep in! That may not
sound like much fun to most, but after waking up at
4am for 17 years, it was very enjoyable to me.
AR: And I’m a fan of the show
Pawn Stars, so for me it had to do
with my goal of visiting their pawn
shop while I was there. I equate
it to my first visit to Graceland in
Memphis. It was
Home Away: like, “This is all
Columbia’s
there is?” I exTyler Farr,
pected something
Alison, Cold more.
River’s KaAW: I absolutely
tie Armiger wasn’t a fan of
and Andy
the flight to get
celebrate.
there, though.

Five-and-a-half hours is too much!
AR: And the smoking! I’m a not smoker and everywhere I went in Vegas, I felt like we could cure a ham
in that environment! Sorry, smokers.
AW: But as far as the awards themselves go, I loved
The Band Perry’s opening performance of “Chainsaw,” and Stevie Nicks singing with Lady Antebellum
was awesome! I was also touched by Justin Moore’s
acceptance speech for winning New Artist.
AR: I really enjoyed talking to the artists during our
broadcast. Doing that many interviews in a row is
exhausting, but it’s still fun. And since I’m used to
getting up at 3:30 in the morning when nothing in
Knoxville is open, it’s great to see people out and
about at any hour of the day. It’s also kind of creepy
to see the one lone guy at a blackjack table at 5am.
AW: The award itself means a lot to me because we
are judged by other folks in our industry − people
with amazing talent themselves that I look up to
and respect.
AR: An award of this caliber validates your show. We’d
all like to believe that we do a good show and that the
award says, “Hey, somebody else must think so, too.”
Plus getting a little national recognition does wonders
for the ego, but it’s short-lived. We were back to work
and back to reality on Monday.
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Up In (And On)
The Air

Large Market Personality
Lisa McKay, WQDR/Raleigh

This well-known programmer’s list of professional accomplishments is impressive since making the jump from Pop to
Country more than a decade ago. But recognition for her job
as afternoon air personality is particularly sweet.
Lost And
Found:
McKay and
Helton.

“I’ll tell you the Vegas mistake I made. In North
Carolina, you have to buy the airplane bottles of
liquor singly at the register by ordering them from the
cashier. We’re not allowed to touch them; they have to
hand them to you. So I popped into that little store by
The Strip next to the MGM Grand and as I’m standing in line with a bunch of water, I ask the guy ringing
me up, ‘Can I have four Jameson airplane bottles,
too?’ After standing there for a second, he goes,
‘Yeah. Go get ‘em!’ I go, ‘I’m sorry! Okay, I will. We’re
not allowed to do that in North Carolina!’ But he set
me straight in no uncertain terms.”
“The cocktail reception for the ACM winners
is the most special thing ever and I’m grateful
they do that. And it was nice, too, to have our
voices featured on the awards show. I got a lot of
positive feedback on that because people are so
proud that we represented ‘QDR and the market
nationally. Just to be a part of the production
of one of Dick Clark Productions’ big shows was
extremely exciting.
“It was also special because it sort of took me back
to 2002 when I came from Top 40 station WRVQ/
Richmond. I had been the PD of ‘QDR for all of one
day and walked into one of those huge CRS lunches

− my first − when Lon Helton saw me looking dazed
and confused. He must’ve smelled the insecurity on
me because he came right over and introduced himself, sort of taking me under his wing and helping
me make sense of how things worked. It was a really
good connection to make and we’ve stayed in touch
since. It illustrates how you get to know people both
inside and outside of this business, and the depth
and quality of personality and genuineness that’s
here that I don’t think is found in other formats.
And to be able to share ACM wins with him was the
most incredible, special feeling.
“The award meant so much to me because, first
of all, I’ve only been in Country for 12 years. Secondly, it’s recognition of the job I do beginning every afternoon at 2:43 when I grab my headphones,
go into the studio and talk to the listener one-onone, both on the phone and on the air, for three
hours. I’m not sure if people realize I do that with
some of my other responsibilities as VP/Programming. It’s just one of those things I never thought
I’d be considered for. And it’s validation for all the
time and effort that I put into my best practices,
which I preach non-stop, but also get to execute
myself. My feet literally haven’t touched the floor
since the announcement.”

When You Pry It From My ...
Major Market Personality
Paul Schadt and Meg Butterly, WKKT/Charlotte
The fun of Vegas isn’t lost on this duo, or even those closest to them. Both
brought their families to help celebrate the win, and to help them get the most
out of Las Vegas.
Paul Schadt: It’s such a nice honor to be able to share with them.
Meg Butterly: From Denver to Detroit, mine all came out and it was great.
PS: I brought my son Adam and, it might sound silly, but he had just
turned 21 and I got to sit and play Blackjack with him. That was a cool
deal for me.
MB: After the awards, I was thinking maybe my family could all go
out for a nice dinner to celebrate, but we actually wound up in the
food court eating McDonald’s! There was a lot of laughing,
though, and it was a really great time. It didn’t really
matter where we were.
PS: The craziest moment of the week came
around 8pm one night. I was walking in front of
the Tropicana and a Mexican guy comes up to
me and hands me a card. And on the card is a
picture of Meg! I’m like, “What the hell?” So I
call the number, and I hear the phone ringing
about four feet away from me. But she said it was
just for gambling money.
MB: Right. And I’m still paying him off not to tell
my dad!
PS: And she kept trying to upsell me when she got there.
MB: For me, it was at the Foundation Room way at the top of Mandalay Bay, where
Gary Allan was playing a private show and I brought my mom and dad. We went
out on some sort of balcony and were just looking out over the entire Strip. I’d
never experienced anything like that.
PS: Another cool moment was being in the auditorium prior to the show and
having them announce your win over the speaker system. I know that sounds silly,
but when you hear that, it makes it real. People are turning around and saying
congratulations and all that. It was only like a 10-second clip, but it was something
we all thought was pretty neat.

Special Sauce: Butterly (third from left) gets gussied up for a celebratory McDonald’s trip with (l-r) brother-in-law Mark McCarthy, mother
Carla, dad Vince, sister Kristin and brother Steve. At left, Shadt takes in
a Vegas moment with son Adam.
MB: And having people hit our social media pages when they heard our voices on
TV going into a break – that really was cool.
PS: And when they had to wrestle the trophies away from us because they only had
three and had to give ‘em to the next DJs ...
MB: Those things are heavy, by the way!

Let’s Go To Vegas!
Major Market Station: KUPL/Portland

After winning the station’s first CMA award in November, Dir./Programming Scott Mahalick told his staff if they won the ACM too, they’d go to Las Vegas together as a team.
I found out we won the ACM in a breaking news from Country Aircheck. It came
out early and I remember my phone dinging at five or six in the morning just nonstop. I remember that moment because I thought “Oh my God, is everything ok?”
I said, “Hey, we won, we’re all going to Vegas!” It was really a great bonding experience because we were able to take some of our sellers
and our entire airstaff and promotions team.
What Happens
Being in the Vegas atmosphere with the invitations we got
In Vegas?
from some of the labels was exciting, because a lot of these
Craig Campbell
people don’t get to see and have that kind of exposure to
gets together with
the new music. So, sitting at a breakfast, listening to what’s
KUPL’s (l-r) Howie
next for the artists was a really good moment. Everybody
Drummond,
having the ability to come to the awards presentation as a
Monica Lunsford
group was pretty exciting. We have a staff photo and everyand Jake Byron to
one’s just glowing, because it was a very proud moment.
compare who has
Everyone was [at the show], from the Chairman down
cuter toes. Byron’s
to the Dir./Promotions Director. It was really thrilling up in
are painted pink.
the radio section, because we sat right behind the WXTU
people and, of course, they’re in the same winning circle, so it was a great moment.
Probably one of the greatest feelings for us was to see Justin Moore get his award, because everyone is such a fan. We’ve been part of his career from the beginning, and
just to see that occur for him was pretty thrilling. Next to our own station celebration, that was one of the biggest highlights.
Our morning guy Howie, who is sort of our mischievous bad boy, but in a good

All About The Benjamins
Major Market Station: WXTU/Philadelphia

For PD Shelly Easton, the station’s first ACM win is all about the team, their spirit and their
intention to make a difference.

way, got himself into the pit in the front. He didn’t have tickets, he just sort of
worked his way in and took this incredible selfie video that includes all the A-list
talent that was there in the front row. His teammates on the morning show were
like, “Yep, that’s Howie.”
It really is a very sexy Italian trophy case we have and, in the hierarchy of awards, this will
be on the top shelf with the CMA. And by the way, it’s a round glass Italian sexy trophy case.
I’m almost embarrassed to say I think we need a couple more shelves in that thing.
It was just a really rewarding and fulfilling time to be acknowledged by your
peers, by your fans ... we’re very honored and delighted.

It just gives me such a feeling of contentment knowing that the people that I
work with every day are recognized for giving it all they’ve got. It makes me feel
really good to know that trying to do your best really can matter, not only to the
people in your community, but it can be recognized by your peers.
My very good friend [Clear Channel Washington-Baltimore VP/Programming
and WMZQ PD] Meg Stevens sent me a text message telling me we’d won. I was
driving – I actually got a little shaky, but I was just really happy. You try to think who
you’re going to call first, because you kind of brace yourself to not win.
We just had such an awesome time. We did the broadcast, so it was great to see
all the artists and be reunited that way in the radio room. But it was also really cool
to be able to stroll around from restaurant to restaurant and
Trophy Life:
get to chat with artists. We got to talk to Lee Brice before
Tyler Farr (l) and
he won Song of the Year. And we had dinner with Brett
Katie Armiger
Eldredge, who was up for New Artist. And then all the peers
(r) put trophies
that you really respect, you get to catch up with all those
in the hands
people.
and smiles on
Our seats were good. I was right near the sound board
the faces of (l-r)
WXTU’s Carrie
where Lee Brice was when he sang, and I got to see Stevie
Miller, Shelly
Nicks with Lady Antebellum. I mean, it was right there. Those
Easton and
were two of my biggest highlights of the night. I could see
Mark Razz.
them walking up so, oh my gosh, I was such a fan. It’s a lot different than going to a concert that comes into the market.
I did win some money! While I was in the beauty parlor, my husband went down
and played the slots and then when I got done, we went together. We won $267.
They pay out in $100 bills, so since we started with $40, I got three $100 bills when
I left there and I may never spend them, because they’re the first three $100 bills I
think I’ve had in my wallet for a long time.

Shakin’ It Up

Large Market Station: WCTK/Providence
At the moment he should have been in Las Vegas accepting a trophy on behalf of the station,
PD Bob Walker was undergoing emergency gall bladder surgery. Dir./Promotion Briget
D’Antonio accepted on the station’s behalf.
Bob Walker: The day before I went to the hospital, when I still thought I had
the tenth variation of the flu or something, I was thinking, “How am I even going
to stand up straight in Vegas?” The next day, all I thought about was pain. My
surgery was Saturday night when we were supposed to be picking up the award.
And then my heaviest pain medication was Sunday, the day the show was on. So
I didn’t have any thoughts about it at all until it was over. Then you come off the
pain meds and you realize what day it is and what planet you’re on.
We’ve been working our tail off for the last year and a half,
really trying to live our mission statement, which is to be a local
service to the community. It’s the ultimate honor in that our
peers know how tough it is to be out there every day on the
street doing what we’re doing. To me, that’s what really
means the most. Your peers have all peeked behind the
curtain. When you’re dealing with listeners and clients, they
hear the magic, which is great, but they don’t know how
hard it is to make some of that magic happen. Our peers
know, because we’re all in it together.
Briget D’Antonio: Vegas was incredible. Bob and I had
planned to go together, obviously. I wanted him to be able to
share that experience, because he is such a huge part of us being
nominated and winning the award. It was nice to be able to accept it on
his behalf and the team’s behalf.
You know when there’s a pageant and they say they wish for world peace and
everybody claps? When it was my turn to accept the award, I think my husband
was the only one clapping for me when I walked up. At the very end of my
speech, I raised up the trophy and I said “this is for all the family-owned live and
local radio stations that are still in existence.” And the whole crowd went crazy,
they were like, “yeah!” So that was my “I pray for world peace” moment.
We actually were invited to Lee Brice’s dinner at the Japanese restaurant right
in the MGM. That was really intimate and exclusive and very decadent. They had
10 courses. It was incredible. They just kept coming out with food. Lee Brice’s
three producers sat with us and his wife and her best friend, who was a chatter
box, and she had my ear the whole night, so she told me all about how they met
and fell in love and everything. It was fun, because I got to remove myself a little
bit from the radio industry and kind of hang out with a different world.
Lee wouldn’t stop talking about this burger bar that he and his crew visited that
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One For The Team: D’Antonio raises her station’s trophy in honor of
live and local, while husband Joe (inset, right) completes his mission to
get a selfie with Lee Brice.
weekend in Vegas. Supposedly they have the best burgers and the best milkshakes
and we couldn’t stop thinking about it. So after the ACMs, my husband and I
jumped in a cab and went to this burger bar decked out to the nines. It was phenomenal. The ACMs were so magical and it was such an honor to be there, but the
highlight of my weekend was the chocolate and peanut butter shake I had at 11pm
in a gown.

�hank you for the dance.

�he hit single and new album,
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Winning In Every Way
Medium Market Station: WBBS/Syracuse
Morning-teamers Tom Owens and Becky Palmer are WBBS mainstays who PD Rich Lauber sent
to Las Vegas to accept the station’s big award. The trip was an opportunity for the two to celebrate not
only WBBS’ success, but Becky’s successful year-long fight with cancer.
Becky Palmer: It was the first
time either of us had been there.
I couldn’t believe the street entertainers. They were everywhere
for you to get your picture with,
or to do tricks. I definitely felt like
I was at Disney World for adults.
Tom Owens: There’s slot machines
at the airport! We knew we were
in Vegas as soon as we got off the
plane.
BP: It was fun to accept the award
on behalf of our community. It’s
not about the radio station as
much as it is about them. They
support us at all the country
music shows and community and
charity events. If we ask them
to raise money for something,
they’re right behind us.
TO: The listeners here take
ownership of the station and
have a vested interest in it. They
really feel connected to it, from
the morning show, right through
middays with Amber Taylor and
then afternoons with Rich.
BP: My least favorite thing about
Vegas is that I lost my shoe. That
whole thing about what stays in
Vegas is true. It’s still there.
TO: We stayed at Mandalay Bay.
Keep in mind that two days later,
that’s where somebody threw a
shoe at Hillary Clinton. Just sayin.’
And speaking of Mandalay, we got
invited to one of the private clubs
on the 39th floor. Just to sit up
there on a perfect night and watch
the lights from one end of Vegas to
the other was remarkable.
BP: At one point, Tom and I
found ourselves sitting on cement
drinking dollar beer in an empty
parking lot.
TO: I don’t pay $10 for a beer. And
we were on our way back from the
MGM to our hotel and we noticed
all those cheap, rundown liquor
stores in parking lots along The
Strip. So we ran in and grabbed a
cold beer for a buck and sat out in
the parking lot looking like local
homeless people.
BP: It was just so hectic, we decided to take a break!
TO: Otherwise, we had great seats at the awards show –

about 20 feet from Lady A and Stevie Nicks. We took quite a few little video clips and put
it all up on our social networks. The audience back home definitely got their money’s
worth.
BP: My personal favorite moment happened at the broadcast awards presentation. I
battled cancer this past year and Tom got up and told the story. Everybody gave me a big
thumbs up and a lot of support and I started balling like a baby. It was the high-point of
the whole week. Now I’m cancer-free and bald, but my hair will grow back!

Vegas from the
39th floor of
Mandalay Bay.

Win City: Palmer and Owens (c) collect
WBBS’ award with help from Columbia’s
Tyler Farr and Cold River’s Katie Armiger.

Sin City Done Family Style

The ACM folks are always so incredibly sweet to us and I love that they honor
Country radio. I was so honored to accept with my radio family of Dex & Mo. The
Small Market Station: WUSY/Chattanooga, TN
reception was all class and there’s not a better man on the planet to accept the
People who work at WUSY/Chattanooga, TN throw around the word “family” a lot, but to their cred- award from than Tyler Farr. He’s a crappy corn-hole player, but he’s my brother
and I love him. That made the moment personal and unforgettable.
it, they mean it. Each person on the staff is filled with genuine high praise for the others, and awards
I don’t drink, gamble or cheat on my wife, so honestly, what I love about
are always meant to be shared. Just ask Clear Channel RVPP and ‘USY PD Gator Harrison.
Vegas is that all of my buddies from Nashville take over the city. There’s just
a spiritual heaviness about Vegas that’s incredibly depressing to me. Going to bed seeing this lady on a slot,
then seeing her at the same slot the next morning just
makes me sad! I hope that she just loves slot machines
like dudes love Call Of Duty, and it’s not that she just
doesn’t have anything better to do. Don’t misunderstand, it’s a lot of fun, but there’s also a lot of chains
and oppression. It’s the U.S. County Fair!
One of my favorite moments of the week came while I
was watching thousands of Keith Urban fans losing their
minds at The Linq. So I look over to my left to see Ashley
friggin’ Gorley, who has written “You’re Gonna Miss This,”
“Crash My Party,” “Good Girl,” “Laugh Until We Cried”
and more. It was just a surreal moment of absurdity.
People are freaking out about artists singing songs on
stage and the whole time, the guy that created half of ‘em
is standing right beside me. It was almost romantic. Ashley
was class and we had a great conversation about family
and country music. I’ll never forget that moment.
As far as the awards go, Garth, George and Merle
friggin’ Haggard all standing on the same stage had to
be the highlight. That and Kimberly Perry’s abs in the
opening “Chainsaw” number. Holy crap! When is her ab
workout video coming out?
To celebrate the award, Dex, Mo and myself broke
bread with Lee and Sara Brice and some radio friends
while we were there. Basically we wanted to celebrate
with people we love, but we didn’t want to have to pay, so
we charged it to Curb. It was a fun dinner talking family,
friends, life and eating what Dex referred to as “bait.” All
of us at US101 love this industry. Winning this award is
like sending us back a shiny note in study hall that says,
“We love you back.” Ultimately, it reminds me of how
much I’m completely blessed by Jesus. I’m starting to
All In: Harrison goes down for the count.
think I’m His favorite. I know He’s mine.
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Making Bones About It
National Personality: Bobby Bones, Amy, Lunchbox
The Bobby Bones Show

Less than a year after entering the Country format, Bobby Bones was nominated for and
then won his first ACM. He still isn’t sure how that happened.
It probably means I was right underneath Billy Greenwood and they accidentally
checked my name. That’s all I can figure out. It feels good, because I know what we’re
doing is very different from what other people are doing – some good, some not so good
– and it kind of allows me to keep on the same track that I feel like our show should go.
I didn’t believe it. True story, I was in a meeting with one of the VPs at Clear
Channel and he looks at his phone and says, “Is your phone blowing up?” And
my phone had been exploding in my pocket, and my girlfriend likes to text me
in bunches, so I just thought it was her blowing me up about something like, “Do
you want turkey spaghetti tonight?” First of all, I couldn’t believe we were even
nominated. To me, that was shocking. So when we won, I really thought they were
messing with me, honestly. I don’t have the award yet, so it still could be one big
elaborate prank. I’ll believe it whenever I can touch it.
One of my best friends was getting married and I was a groomsman in his
wedding. So I had to make a decision between going to get the award or go be a
groomsman in my best friend’s wedding. I went to the wedding and didn’t think
a second thing about it, and then we got to Vegas that night. Lunchbox was at the
reception to accept; I did hope I wasn’t letting anyone down.
There wasn’t a microphone when Lunch went up to accept the award, so he
yelled an acceptance speech. It’s on YouTube. So, because of him they put a mic
out so people wouldn’t yell their acceptance speech. And that’s kind of what I
expected when I sent him. I’m just glad no one went to jail.
My favorite part [of the show] was when The Band Perry ejected all the confetti. For me, I’m a dude. It doesn’t matter if stuff gets in my hair. But to watch some
of the thousand dollar hairstyles on the women sitting all around me, and they
were getting really irritated, because they were covered and it looked like dandruff.

Another Oh
Craps Moment

Oh, it was so funny. I could not stop laughing, because they were really irritated.
I have no idea if each member of the show will get a trophy. If three are sent
I’ll be keeping all three. I’ll probably tape one to my front door handle so you
can’t get in –no, that will be my door handle. I’ll probably put it in my office. I’ve
got a couple of other things there that mean a lot to me, so I’ll put it there as a
reminder to keep working hard, keep trying to be accepted and be friendly, have
fun, do good things. I think that’s kind of what’s got us to this point.
I fully expect my comedy band The Raging Idiots to be up for duo of the year
in the next three years. I expect to be hosting the show within five.

Award-winning Dinner: Bones (l) and show member Amy
celebrate their win in high style.

This year’s odyssey began in the studio with Lady
Antebellum cutting that week’s countdown when they
simultaneously went for their phones. Moments before, their manager Daniel Miller had read a Country
Aircheck Breaking News announcing the ACM BroadNational On-Air Personality: Lon Helton
cast winners. He forwarded the e-mail to Lady A while
Country Countdown USA producer George Achaves
Country Countdown USA
used the talk-back IFB to tell the trio to check their
Winning an ACM Broadcast Personality of the Year
e-mail. I got the incredible news from Hillary Scott,
Award is almost as fun as winning at the craps table.
Charles Kelley and Dave Hayward “live” on the air for
Unfortunately, this third ACM trophy almost equals
a thrill as great as throwing a parlayed hard-eight.
the number of wins accumulated over approximately
Having the ACMs in Vegas is like going to a party
35 years of throwin’ the bones.
with 1,000 of your closest friends where the music
never ends and the bars never close. It’s always
fun discovering who the inveterate dice shooters are. The best thing is, you always know
where to find them.
Scenes like the one pictured here are commonplace. Artists, label reps and, often, me,
elbow-to-elbow chatting the biz while trying
to make the “point.” (My thanks to WCYQ/
Knoxville’s Krisha Newport who surreptitiously
captured this candid moment.)
The only place I’d rather be in Vegas is
at the amazing winners’ reception the ACM
throws every year. Whether or not you’re picking up a Hat Award, it’s a tremendous hang.
For the winners, it’s like a bunch of kids in a
playroom. After the official pictures and preIn Their Natural Habit: Prayin’ for Frankie to throw
sentations, everyone is jumping onstage to get
the hard-four were Lon and Anne Helton, Frankie
photos with friends and those they admire. It’s
“Machine Gun” Ballard, WB’s Tom Martens and
a highlight to reunite with folks you have shared
Streamsound’s Tyler Waugh (with fiancée, Republic
these nights with in the past, like Andy Ritchie,
Nashville’s Stacy Blythe, just off camera).
Alison West and Jimmy Holt from WIVK/Knox-

ville (2009); Bill Barrett, Tim Fox and Tracy Berry from
KKNU/Eugene, OR (2012); and, WQDR/Raleigh’s
Lisa McKay and WUSY/Chattanooga’s Gator Harrison,
who are part of multiple station and personality wins.
I love talking with first-time winners, who are often
surprised at their own excitement. The Bobby Bones
Show’s Lunchbox literally leaped off the stage with the
award in his hand after his acceptance. Got to spend
a few minutes with him and Digital Content producer
Eddie talking about their move to Country and to
Music City. I told WKKT/Charlotte morning personality Paul Schadt he should be spending a lot of time in
the casino, considering the roll he’s been on. Inducted
into the Country Radio Hall Of Fame in February and
an ACM with Meg Butterly and Geof Knight in April
should be good for a jackpot or two.
Making it extra special for the folks from winning
stations WXTU/Philadelphia, KUPL/Portland, WBBS/
Syracuse and WUSY were Cold River’s Katie Armiger
and Columbia’s Tyler Farr, who took time out of their
very busy week to come by and hand out the trophies.
The one sure thing for me is that 23 years ago there
were nothin’ but sevens and elevens when George and
artist booker Jo Hunt joined me on this incredible
journey. Thanks also to former WestwoodOne Chairman Norm Pattiz and former VP/Programming Gary
Landis, who insisted on launching CCUSA despite my
protests that there were already too many countdowns.
I appreciate you not listening to me and betting on the
countdown “come” line.
Finally, to those a little fuzzy on all the craps references, I’ll explain fully next time the ACMs are in
Vegas. You’ll know where to find me. Bring a lot of
chips.
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Unbeatable
BRETT
ACM Week With
Brett Eldredge

N

o, he didn’t win an award or at the
tables, but Brett Eldredge had an ACM
Awards weekend that’s tough to top.
Performing “Beat Of The Music” on national
television, connecting with fans and industry
friends, and closing a Las Vegas circle in front
of loved ones made for a memorable and
career-boosting trip.
The New Artist nominee’s Sin City approach
was Nashville to New York, where he
performed on Late Night with Seth Meyers,
then New York to Mexico for a day-anda-half of downtime before the awards
gathering.

Eldredge was nominated (New Artist) and attended
the 2013 CMA Awards, but the ACMs will be his
first awards performance. “I got up extra early in
Vegas, which is always a hard thing to do,” he says
Saturday morning. “But I felt like a kid. There’s just
so much excitement to get up onstage, especially after
rehearsing. I’m ready for the real thing.”
So are a lot of other people, as a large contingent of
family and friends are flying in to share in Eldredge’s
big weekend. “I’ve got my mom, dad, brother, a bunch
of aunts and uncles – probably some other relatives I
didn’t even know were coming.” And while the awards
experience is a new one, Las Vegas is anything but.
“It’s so surreal that my performance is at Mandalay
Bay because I actually played a house gig here for three
weeks before I signed my record deal. I wanted to cut
my teeth, get used to working with different crowds
and get my band right. I was right out in the lobby;
sometimes there would be four people in the crowd

and sometimes 300. And now I’m playing the arena. It’s
a crazy town and a crazy business, but to go on this kind
of ride and come full circle from that tiny stage to this
stage is something I will always remember.”
Having played Fremont Street last year, Eldredge
is charged to have a few hits in his pocket. “My
experience has been so incredible with ACM shows.
Last year we were just getting it all going, so I’m
excited to see the energy from the crowd. Country
fans are the craziest, most passionate people – they’re
first in line for a show that doesn’t start for eight hours
and waiting in the lobby just to get your autograph.
And it’s great to just feed off that onstage.”
The weekend’s dual radio remotes are next. “I’ve
been visiting radio stations for years and built all these
relationships, so it’s good to have them all in one
place. At each station, you’re high-fiving and hugging
because it’s like a big reunion.”
From the MGM’s hectic radio remotes, Eldredge
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@

		

Magic Carpet: With a fan before Sunday’s
show (far left).
Circus Circus: Onstage at the Party For A Cause
(above left).
Keith The Music Playing: “I got to talk to Keith
Urban at the radio remotes for a while about
how excited we are for the tour this summer.
Going on tour with someone I grew up loving
and knowing you’re accepted in the circle of
artists is something pretty special.”
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“

Thousands
of fans are
screaming
your name
and it’s like,
all I did was
open the
car door.
Here I am!

”

Might As Well Jump:
Onstage during the Awards.

ACM Week With Brett Eldredge
shipped straight over to The Linq to perform at the
Party For A Cause Festival. “I was right underneath that
gigantic Ferris Wheel from outer space. It was like the
world’s largest country music circus.” That evening, he
had dinner with “some of my friends from radio and
tried to relax a little bit. I don’t think I slept more than
a few hours, but you probably shouldn’t sleep in Vegas.”
Sunday was all about rehearsal, red carpet and the
big show. “The red carpet is wild,” he says. “My grandpa would say you gotta go up there and strut your
stuff, whatever that stuff is. It’s such a high-energy
thing. Thousands of fans are screaming your name
and it’s like, all I did was open the car door. Here I
am! You shake hands and take pictures with fans, then
a thousand cameras are flashing in your face. It’s such
a long way from Paris, Illinois.”
His hometown was probably tuned in for his
performance, however. “You’ve got a minute and
10 seconds to try to impress several million people
watching on TV and thousands in the building,”
Brett says of his big moment. “’Beat’ is becoming a
familiar song and people are going nuts for it, but
you try to act like it’s just another night onstage,
even though it’s not. If you watch the clip, I was literally jumping up and down, and I wasn’t planning
that. It just happened.”

Bump It Up: Getting psyched with the band prior to the Party For A Cause set on Saturday.
Pitch And Catch: Airborne food-play in the dressing room during Sunday morning dress rehearsal.
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ominated along with Kip Moore and Justin
Moore, Eldredge wasn’t discouraged by Justin’s win as New Artist of the Year. “They walk
us out there and they’ve got these cameras in our
face. I was thinking, ‘Oh, they want to make great TV.
They want us all to have some kind of crazy reaction.’
But I’ve been good friends with both of those guys
coming up through the years. I know how hard it is
to get to that point where you’re one of three people
standing there, so you can’t help but root for each
other. When Justin won, I grabbed him right away
and remember feeling excitement for him. Of course
it would have been nice to win, but it wasn’t a giant
heartbreak. I felt good about standing there in that
final three – it was a big step in my career and I’m really pumped for Justin.”
With the pressure of the performance and the
nomination gone, Eldredge was ready to enjoy his All
Star Jam set. “The work was over. It was more about letting loose and having fun onstage. I walked up there
feeling like the Rat Pack. I was loose, the crowd was
going bananas and I sang ‘Beat’ and ‘Don’t Ya.’ They
knew every single word to the point where I was just
having them sing it. That was one of my favorite parts
of the whole weekend; I’ll do that anytime they ask.”
Warner Music Nashville’s after-party was next. “That’s
my family, the people who brought me to the dance.
Hanging with Espo, Scott Hendricks and the radio team
was a really cool thing. Back in the day, I’d be in the
building a couple times a week. Now I’m on the road
and rarely get to go there, so I savor every moment with
those people because they’ve fought so hard for me.
“After the party, I went and played craps with my
brother and my manager, Rob Baker. Time to lose
money – for me, at least. It wasn’t my night at the table,
but I just enjoy the energy of it and having fun. Everything we do in this business is a huge crapshoot, but
the thing is sticking around and riding the wave.” CAC
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Ratings & Revenue
Companies
C o u n t r y ’ s

Country Aircheck’s annual overview of America’s top radio companies shows that
19 groups each generated at least $10 million in revenues from their Country stations
in 2013. Collectively, the 375 stations owned by these 19 operators entertained more
than 42 million people. And, for the first time in the more than 15 years we have been
compiling this data, the $10 million owners club has broken the $1 billion mark in
revenues generated by their Country outlets – $1.13 billion to be more precise.

TO P

As you look at these tables, an asterisk (*) indicates stations in PPM markets. For
PPM stations, the fall shares represent the Oct.-Nov.-Dec. average for both 2013
and 2012. This report provides year-to-year trends in both categories and stations
owned by each operator, plus ratings, cume and revenue comparisons from Fall
2013 to 2012. If your company or station has inadvertently been omitted, please
let us know.

Calls/City

Country Companies REVENUE RANKER
Here’s how the companies listed on these pages rank by 2013 Country revenue (in
millions of dollars). The data is compiled from individual station revenues for each year
as provided by BIA. For comparison purposes, previous years’ total company revenues
and revenue rankings follow, with each company’s rank for that year following the
revenue figure.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19

Owner
Clear Channel
Cumulus
CBS Radio
Townsquare Media
Cox
Beasley
Entercom
Hubbard
Lincoln Financial Media
Wilks
SummitMedia
Forever Keymarket
Journal
Saga
Hall
Midwest Comm.
Curtis Media
Mt. Wilson
Alpha Media

2013
$393.3
$161.9
$122.3
$52.0
$46.6
$33.7
$27.7
$20.3
$18.4
$17.0
$16.4
$15.6
$15.6
$15.0
$13.2
$12.7
$10.8
$10.7

2012
$309.8/1
$172.9/2
$122.5/3
$58.9/4
$53.8/5
$30.3/7
$27.8/8
$20.4/9
$18.9/10
1$7.1/11
…
$17.0/11
$15.1/12
$14.8/13
$13.6/14
…
$11.4/15
$10.7/16

2011
$299.1/1
$180.3/2
$117.5/3
$49.1/5
$53.2/4
$26.2/7
$27.5/6
$19.4/8
$18.8/9
$17.6/10
…
$16.1/11
$14.6/13
$15.6/12
$12.3/14
…
$10.5/15
$10.5/15

2010
$295.0/1
$85.8/4
$118.2/2
$45.9/6
$64.1/5
$26.5/8
$32.6/7
…
$20.9/9
$16.2/12
…
$16.9/11
$15.0/13
$14.4/14
$12.3/15
…
…
9.0

2009
$287.7/1
$84.2/4
$114.6/2
…
$56.4/5
$25.3/8
$30.3/6
…
$19.7/9
$14.7/12
…
…
$13.4/13
$11.7/15
$11.6/16
…
…
8.0

2008
$376.8/1
$107.0/4
$151.8/2
…
$71.3/5
$35.0/7
$37.7/6
…
$27.8/9
$15.6
…
…
$15.0/13
$14.1/15
$14.4/14
…
…
$12.5/17

2005
$440.6/1
$66.9/5
$218.7/2
…
$70.1/4
$37.6/8
$22.5/12
…
$33.1/10
…
…
…
$16.4/13
$13.1/15
$14.4/14
…
…
…

2003
$412.3/1
$62.3/5
$225.0/2
…
$68.4/4
$28.6/10
$20.7/12
…
$35.3/8
…
…
…
$16.0/14
$9.9/17
$11.2/15
…
…
…

$10.2

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

Fa ‘12

WKXC/Augusta, GA

10.8
11.6
3.0
2.9
5.0

11.0
7.7
4.4
2.7
5.0

WKML/Fayetteville, NC
KCYE/Las Vegas*
WKIS/Miami*
WXTU/Philadelphia*
Totals:

2012

2011

13,757,700/1
7,326,000/2
6,953,900/3
3,852,600/4
1,928,300/5
1,448,900/7
1,584,000/6
952,600/10
1,214,900/8
1,208,100/9
951500/11
…
527,200/12
…
482,600/13
325,700/15
364,000/14
…
180,700/17

2010

2009

13,908,600/1 14,380,900/1
7,658,000/2 3,323,000/5
6,444,600/3 6,619,700/2
3,408,900/4 3,400,300/4
2,000,500/5 2,298,500/6
1,347,700/7 1,252,600/8
1,519,800/6 1,535,600/7
1,266,600/8 1,236,400/9
1,274,100/9
…
1,190,600/10
na
915,900/11 966,300/11
…
…
579,300/12 559,900/12
…
…
513,700/13 470,300/14
349,300/15
…
497,100/14 473,000/13
…
…
251,100/17 238,900/16

2008

2007

13,083,700/1
2,989,700/5
6,373,100/2
3,466,200/4
2,104,500/6
…
1,539,600/7
1,151,200/9
…
na
924,400/10
…
414,600/14
…
467,200/13
…
…
…
156,100/16

11,078,700/1
3,196,700/4
5,044,100/2
2,924,700/5
1,642,600/6
…
1,255,900/7
536,900/12
…
1,037,200/8
564,300/11
…
448,300/14
…
415,100/15
…
…
…
159,100/18

2005

2003

10,917,900/1 10,156,500/1
1,565,800/6 1,660,800/5
5,035,900/2 4,976,300/2
1,854,900/4 1,798,400/4
733,400/10 697,300/10
…
…
1,039,300/8 791,800/8
…
…
…
…
…
…
625,300/11 631,800/12
…
…
414,300/14 382,800/16
…
…
470,100/13 391,800/15
…
…
…
…
…
…
163,400/17 133,800/18

LEGEND:

Following each station’s call letters and market are Nielsen Audio 12+ shares
from Fall 2013 and 2012. Next come the station’s Fall ‘13 and ‘12 cume figures. After that
are the station’s 2013 and 2012 revenues, shown in millions, except in “Totals,” where actual
figures for cume and revenue are listed.
BIA is the source for all ownership, revenue and Nielsen Audio share and cume data. The
“Number of Stations” column shows stations owned by each operator at the end of 2013. Stations
acquired by each group after July 1 are listed in the station count, but not included in the ratings or
revenue totals. HD station’s revenue and audience are included in the totals.

Calls/City

12+ Shares

Cume (00)

Fa ‘13

Fa ‘12

2013

2012

WHKX/Bluefield, WV
WHQX/Bluefield, WV
WKEZ-AM/Bluefield, WV
WXCL/Peoria
KUPL/Portland, OR*

10.9
0.0
0.0
8.7
6.7

11.0
0.0
0.0
10.2
5.5

206
0
0
587
3,483

204
0
0
643
2,258

$0.7
$0.0
$0.0
$1.8
$5.9

$0.7
$0.0
$0.0
$1.8
$5.7

1.8
4.3
4.0

1.3
na
4.3

591
247
na

521
na
na

$0.5
$0.8
$0.8

$0.4
na
$0.8

WLFV/Richmond
WGCO/Savannah**
WUBB/Savannah
Totals:

Year	No. Stations
Fall Shares
2013
5
32.4
Alpha Media is the combined Alpha Broadcasting and L&L Broadcasting.
**WGCO flipped from Classic Hits to Country Aug. 2013.

Fa ‘13

Fa ‘12

Revenue (in millions)

ALPHA MEDIA

Cume	Revenue
511,400
$10,255,000

912
850
1,920
4,530
6,075

Fall Shares
33.3
30.8
34.2
29.2
29.4
25.1
30.0

Revenue (in millions)

Fa ‘12
1,138
712
2,100
4,412
7,482

Cume
1,428,700
1,584,400
1,519,800
1,535,600
1,539,600
1,255,600
1,384,100

2013

2012

$3.4
$3.7
$2.9
$8.7
$15.0

$3.2
$3.6
$2.7
$8.7
$12.1

Revenue
$33,700,000
$30,300,000
$26,175,000
$26,500,000
$25,300,000
$35,000,000
$40,100,000

Calls/City

12+ Shares

CBS RADIO

Fa ‘13 Fa ‘12 Fa ‘13 Fa ‘12
6.6
4.1
7.6
3.2
5.9
4.1
8.1
4.2
4.6
2.9
5.1

WSOC/Charlotte*

WUSN/Chicago*
WYCD/Detroit*
KILT/Houston*
KMNB/Minneapolis*
KMLE/Phoenix*
WDSY/Pittsburgh*
KFRG/Riverside*
KNCI/Sacramento*
KMPS/Seattle*
WQYK/Tampa*

Here’s how the companies listed on these pages rank by 2013 metro weekly Country cume
audience, according to Nielsen Audio information provided by BIA. Previous years’ cume
and cume rankings follow, with the company’s rank for that year following the cume figure.
13,147,200
7,959,700
6,268,700
3,079,100
1,727,000
1,498,700
1,458,700
1,091,800
1,074,500
1,036,700
949,800
525,200
523,500
511,400
471,100
305,800
299,800
291,700
193,000

Year	No. Stations
2013
5
2012
5
2011
5
2010
5
2009
5
2008
6
2007
5

Fa ‘13

Beasley also operated one HD Country station.

Country Companies Audience Ranker

Owner
Clear Channel
Cumulus
CBS Radio
Cox
Entercom
Townsquare Media
Beasley
Wilks
Hubbard
Mt. Wilson
Lincoln Financial
SummitMedia
Hall
Alpha Media
Journal
Curtis Media
Forever Keymarket
Midwest Comm.
Saga

Cume (00)

Fa ‘13

Totals:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

12+ Shares

BEASLEY

Year	No. Stations
2013
12
2012
12
2011
13
2010
12
2009
13
2008
15
2007
15

Cume (00)

6.9
3.7
6.8
3.3
4.6
4.5
7.1
4.3
5.2
3.5
5.5

Revenue (in millions)

4,211 4,243
10,857 12,507
7,343 8,987
8,925 8,467
6,292 6,373
6,097 6,579
4,493 5,075
2,633 3,543
2,963 3,603
4,699 5,427
4,174 4,735

Fall Shares
56.4
55.4
54.5
54.4
56.3
52.8
55.5

Cume
6,268,700
6,953,900
6,444,600
6,619,700
6,373,100
5,044,100
4,213,400

2013

2012

$5.6
$23.2
$11.4
$19.7
$9.4
$11.6
$7.2
$8.7
$5.4
$9.7
$10.4

$5.6
$23.1
$11.6
$19.2
$9.0
$11.7
$7.3
$8.8
$5.8
$9.9
$10.5

Revenue
$122,300,000
$122,500,000
$117,500,000
$118,150,000
$114,575,000
$151,825,000
$172,025,000

CBS Radio also owned one Country station in a non-rated market, according to BIA.
CBS Radio also operated 11 HD Country stations.
Calls/City

CLEAR CHANNEL

12+ Shares

6.2
3.6
KBQI/Albuquerque
2.9
KASH/Anchorage, AK
19.9
WKSF/Asheville, NC
4.3
WUBL/Atlanta*
na
WSCG/Augusta, GA***
7.2
KASE/Austin*
6.4
KVET-FM/Austin*
9.0
WPOC/Baltimore*
4.8
WYNK/Baton Rouge
5.3
KYKR/Beaumont, TX
5.6
WKNN/Biloxi, MS
1.9
WBBI/Binghamton, NY**
5.9
WDXB/Birmingham
9.1
KBMR-AM/Bismarck, ND
5.8
KQDY/Bismarck, ND
5.4
KAGG/Bryan, TX
KMJM-AM/Cedar Rapids, IA 1.0
4.3
KKSY/Cedar Rapids, IA
6.2
WEZL/Charleston, SC
6.1
WKKT/Charlotte*
13.3
WUSY/Chattanooga, TN
5.2
KOLZ/Cheyenne, WY
7.8
WGAR/Cleveland*
7.7
KCCY/Colorado Springs
8.4
WCOS/Columbia, SC
3.5
WSTH/Columbus, GA
10.3
WCOL/Columbus, OH*
8.5
KRYS/Corpus Christi, TX
0.0
WIZE-AM/Dayton
7.3
WATQ/Eau Claire, WI+
12.2
WQRB/Eau Claire, WI
5.7
KHEY/El Paso
16.2
KKIX/Fayetteville, AR
2.9
KHGE/Fresno
3.9
KXBG/Ft. Collins, CO
2.9
WCKT/Ft. Myers
7.3
WAVW/Ft. Pierce

WOBB/Albany, GA

Cume (00)

Fa ‘13 Fa ‘12

Fa ‘13

5.4
181
2.5
793
4.2
237
18.9
943
3.3 6,344
na
na
6.9 3,369
3.1 3,070
7.1 4,208
5.4
707
5.2
495
5.0
426
na
147
6.5 1,525
12.4
122
10.9
184
4.9
243
0.9
30
3.5
246
6.1
938
7.3 3,523
13.1 1,097
9.7
99
6.4 3,876
5.5
792
8.3
977
3.9
279
8.8 3,961
6.0
836
0.6
0
7.6
203
10.0
323
5.5
779
13.7
958
2.1
601
2.2
403
2.7
789
7.1
741

Revenue (in millions)

Fa ‘12
173
697
300
834
6,834
na
3,730
2,779
4,732
831
443
504
na
1,326
134
227
279
33
224
742
5,112
1,100
133
3,940
868
989
264
4,036
797
83
192
313
989
890
564
297
787
714

2013

2012

$0.5 $0.5
$1.1 $1.2
$1.0 $0.9
$4.5 $4.8
$9.8 $9.8
na
na
$6.7 $6.2
$5.3 $5.1
$12.3 $12.0
$2.8 $2.8
$1.1 $1.2
$1.0
$1.1
$0.2
na
$1.5 $1.5
$0.3 $0.4
$0.9 $0.9
$0.5 $0.5
$0.1 $0.1
$0.8 $0.9
$2.2 $2.0
$6.7 $6.8
$4.9 $5.0
$0.4 $0.4
$7.4 $8.2
$2.1 $2.1
$3.9 $4.1
$0.6 $0.7
$9.1
$9.1
$1.2 $1.2
$0.0 $0.0
$0.4 $0.5
$1.8 $1.8
$1.2 $1.3
$3.3 $3.1
$1.1
$1.1
$0.7 $0.6
$1.0 $1.0
$2.1
$1.7
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Calls/City

CLEAR CHANNEL (continued)
KMAG/Ft. Smith, AR
KSNR/Grand Forks, ND-MN
WBCT/Grand Rapids
WTQR/Greensboro*
WESC/Greenville, SC
WSSL/Greenville, SC
WRBT/Harrisburg
WKCY/Harrisonburg, VA
WWYZ/Hartford*
WTCR/Huntington, WV-KY
WDRM/Huntsville, AL
WMSI/Jackson, MS
WQIK/Jacksonville*
KWNR/Las Vegas*
WBUL/Lexington
WIMT/Lima, OH
KMJX/Little Rock+
KSSN/Little Rock
WAMZ/Louisville
WMAD/Madison
KTEX/McAllen
WMIL/Milwaukee*
KEEY/Minneapolis*
WKSJ/Mobile
KTOM/Monterey
WMUS/Muskegon, MI
WSIX/Nashville*
WNOE/New Orleans
KTST/Oklahoma City
KXXY/Oklahoma City+
KXKT/Omaha
KFFF/Omaha
WPAP/Panama City, FL
WHNK-AM/Parkersburg, WV
WNUS/Parkersburg, WV
KNIX/Phoenix*
WRWD/Poughkeepsie, NY
WLLR/Quad Cities, IA-IL
WKSL/Raleigh***
WYYD/Roanoke, VA
KMFX/Rochester, MN
WWFG/Salisbury, MD
KAJA/San Antonio*
KRPT/San Antonio+**
WCTQ/Sarasota
WRNX/Springfield, MA
KSWF/Springfield, MO
KSD/St. Louis*
WBBS/Syracuse
WTNT/Tallahassee, FL
WFUS/Tampa*
WCKY/Toledo
KYWD/Tucson**
KTGX/Tulsa
WWZD/Tupelo, MS
WTXT/Tuscaloosa, AL
WACO/Waco, TX
WMZQ/Washington, DC*
WOVK/Wheeling, WV
KZSN/Wichita
WBYL/Williamsport, PA
WDSD/Wilmington, DE
WUSQ/Winchester, VA

12+ Shares

Cume (00)

Fa ‘13

Fa ‘12

Fa ‘13

Fa ‘12

10.1
5.5
9.3
7.4
7.2
8.6
7.4
12.5
8.0
9.6
12.6
6.1
6.3
2.0
12.3
16.1
4.7
10.0
7.1
3.6
9.7
10.2
7.1
8.6
3.0
8.2
6.1
5.8
4.7
3.8
9.5
4.1
10.8
0.7
13.2
4.6
5.4
18.2
na
5.5
7.0
8.2
8.2
1.1
4.9
5.6
5.9
4.7
9.2
5.8
5.7
1.3
1.0
4.8
8.6
6.3
11.5

9.7
7.8
6.8
7.6
7.4
7.8
6.3
11.2
9.4
13.1
11.4
6.1
7.1
3.0
11.6
18.7
7.5
10.0
8.5
3.5
10.2
10.3
6.4
10.0
3.6
9.3
5.0
6.8
5.6
4.4
8.6
2.8
15.2
1.3
11.2
4.3
6.1
20.9
na
5.8
7.4
9.1
8.6
na
4.9
5.0
4.7
6.5
11.4
3.6
5.3
1.3
na
3.6
12.3
6.1
11.3

667
153
1,347
2,587
1,467
1,755
877
285
2,168
515
1,048
584
2,669
2,076
1,325
507
823
968
1,852
456
2,027
4,011
6,635
852
447
247
2,475
1,722
1,638
983
1,208
471
310
25
311
6,628
321
1,017
na
520
254
625
5,433
680
795
697
527
4,716
1,302
437
4,921
281
437
823
434
296
466

662
154
1,226
3,696
1,464
1,808
760
247
2,675
664
1,034
591
2,501
1,934
1,263
479
718
1,155
1,997
470
1,649
4,355
7,160
1,103
516
298
2,561
1,905
1,603
1,161
1,274
498
372
41
306
6,191
311
933
na
568
259
724
6,472
na
720
605
473
5,275
1,310
382
5,293
240
na
836
533
303
449

3.8
19.0
6.0
6.9
3.6
16.9

3.0
15.1
3.4
3.8
2.3
17.5

5,619
401
745
149
494
518

5,265
391
495
111
395
549

Revenue (in millions)

2013

2012

12+ Shares

Fa ‘13

Fa ‘12

WHKO/Dayton
KKBQ/Houston*
KTHT/Houston*+
WWKA/Orlando*
KCYY/San Antonio*
KKYX-AM/San Antonio*+
KWEN/Tulsa

11.2
5.7
2.2
6.0
6.6
1.4
7.2

12.2
4.1
2.3
5.3
5.6
0.9
7.6

Totals:

Cume (00)

Fa ‘13

$1.0 $0.9
$0.6 $0.6
$4.5 $4.5
$3.0 $3.0
$3.3 $3.5
$3.6 $3.8
$3.3 $3.4
$2.0
$1.9
$7.1
$7.3
$2.0
$1.9
$4.5 $4.5
$2.7 $2.6
$4.3 $4.3
$2.4 $4.3
$3.5 $3.3
$1.6 $1.6
$2.3 $2.0
$5.4 $4.8
$6.5 $6.3
$1.8
$1.9
$2.9 $2.7
$7.3 $7.5
$16.6 $16.5
$4.5 $4.5
$0.9 $0.9
$1.1
$1.1
$3.9 $3.7
$4.8 $4.8
$2.5 $2.6
$3.8 $3.8
$5.0 $5.1
$0.8 $0.8
$1.2 $1.2
$0.1 $0.1
$0.6 $0.6
$11.3 $11.2
$2.4 $2.4
$3.3 $3.5
na
na
$1.6 $1.6
$1.2
$1.1
$1.7 $1.6
$8.6
$7.4
$0.8
na
$1.5 $1.5
$1.0 $0.9
$1.0
$1.1
$5.1 $5.2
$5.6 $5.4
$1.5 $1.6
$5.9 $6.0
$0.9 $1.0
$1.5
na
$1.4 $1.4
$0.8 $0.8
$0.8 $0.9
$1.8
$1.7

Fa ‘12

Fa ‘13

KBCY/Abilene, TX
WKAK/Albany, GA
KRST/Albuquerque
WCTO/Allentown
KPUR/Amarillo, TX
WPKR/Appleton, WI
WKHX/Atlanta*
KAYD/Beaumont, TX
WBWN/Bloomington, IL
KQFC/Boise
KIZN/Boise
WIWF/Charleston, SC
WNNF/Cincinnati
KATC/Colorado Springs
KBBM/Columbia, MO**
KPLX/Dallas*
KSCS/Dallas*
KHKI/Des Moines
KJJY/Des Moines
WDRQ/Detroit***
WXTA/Erie, PA
KAMO/Fayetteville, AR
WFBE/Flint, MI
KOMS/Ft. Smith, AR+
WYZB/Ft. Walton Beach, FL
KSKS/Fresno**
WTNR/Grand Rapids
WPCK/Green Bay
WZCY/Harrisburg
WFMS/Indianapolis*
WKOS/Johnson City, TN
WIVK/Knoxville
KXKC/Lafayette, LA
KYKZ/Lake Charles, LA
WIOV-FM/Lancaster, PA
WLXX/Lexington
WDEN/Macon, GA
WHKR/Melbourne, FL
WGKX/Memphis*
KATM/Modesto, CA
WLWI-FM/Montgomery, AL
WMDH/Muncie, IN
WLAW/Muskegon, MI
WLFF/Myrtle Beach, SC
WKDF/Nashville*
WSM-FM/Nashville*
WNSH/New York
KHAY/Oxnard, CA
WXBM/Pensacola, FL
WFYR/Peoria, IL
KBUL-FM/Reno, NV
KUBL/Salt Lake City*
WJCL/Savannah, GA
KRMD/Shreveport, LA
WKKO/Toledo, OH
KTOP/Topeka, KS
KIIM/Tucson
KLUR/Wichita Falls, TX
KOLI/Wichita Falls, TX
WSJR/Wilkes Barre
WQXK/Youngstown, OH

5.9
5.1
5.5
12.2
0.7
3.5
4.4
3.6
7.1
4.2
4.2
3.8
3.3
6.5
na
5.3
3.2
6.7
5.3
na
8.5
2.3
6.7
9.4
4.6
na
3.7
2.6
2.0
7.5
1.3
14.3
4.3
11.3
8.8
4.6
9.3
3.9
5.6
10.7
5.1
12.3
4.7
3.1
4.2
4.5
1.7
5.3
4.7
3.8
5.0
5.2
4.6
5.9
10.5
3.9
9.3
12.2
0.8
1.4
10.2

8.5
4.3
5.4
10.4
1.3
2.3
3.9
3.2
10.3
5.3
4.5
3.1
2.8
5.0
na
5.1
3.8
4.2
4.9
na
7.1
1.8
3.7
9.7
5.8
na
4.5
1.5
3.1
10.4
0.8
19.3
5.0
13.0
8.2
4.2
8.7
3.7
6.5
8.4
6.7
10.3
4.9
3.0
4.9
4.4
na
4.4
7.0
5.3
6.9
4.1
5.1
9.5
12.1
5.2
9.0
12.4
4.4
1.7
11.6

201
225
167
130
937 1,056
1,261 1,398
71
97
334
35
10,175 6,599
291
243
294
277
453
550
550
540
719
506
2,313 2,760
651
717
na
na
11,797 11,790
8,033 8,960
1,040
846
741
767
na
na
427
357
225
193
511
409
457
458
237
252
na
na
709
822
230
124
384
380
2,529 3,293
186
190
2,064 2,382
633
634
415
407
785
766
632
715
739
755
506
470
1,978 2,358
931
878
532
602
411
393
145
147
296
262
2,553 2,656
2,360 2,444
8,612
na
460
404
521
664
346
456
619
644
3,127 2,657
378
412
473
629
997 1,059
207
253
1,474 1,438
271
272
60
82
331
351
818
820

$10.8 $11.3
$1.0
$1.1
$2.0
$1.9
$0.3 $0.3
$2.2 $2.2
$2.5 $2.4

Totals:

Revenue (in millions)

Fa ‘12

2013

2012

2,002 1,960
12,136 10,563
5,137 5,429
3,248 3,128
5,709 6,083
1,310
667
1,249 1,528

$6.4
$19.0
$0.5
$8.3
$6.8
$0.4
$5.2

$6.0#
$14.6
$0.4
$7.1
$6.4
$0.4
$5.3

Year	No. Stations
Fall Shares
Cume	Revenue
2013
8
40.3
3,079,100
$46,600,000
2012
12
62.7
3,852,600
$56,400,000
2011
13
61.8
3,408,900
$53,200,000
2010
13
62.2
3,400,300
$64,125,000
2009
13
63.6
3,466,200
$56,375,000
2008
13
60.0
2,924,700
$71,300,000
2007
13
53.4
2,871,100
$71,575,000
Cox also owned one Country station in a non-rated market, according to BIA.
Cox also operated two HD Country stations.
Cox sold four stations to SummitMedia in April 2013.
#2012 revenue totals updated in BIA’s 2013 report.
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Cume (00)

Fa ‘13

Year	No. Stations
Fall Shares
Cume	Revenue
2013
123
705.6
13,147,200
$308,285,000
2012
122
706.6
13,757,700
$309,800,000
2011
122
674.1
13,908,600
$299,109,000
2010
122
#REF!
14,380,900
$294,980,000
2009
122
679.4
13,083,700
$287,670,000
2008
125
657.2
11,078,700
$376,670,000
2007
111
571.2
9,258,500
$365,595,000
Clear Channel also owned 22 Country stations in non-rated markets, according to BIA.
**WBBI changed to Country in April ‘13; KRPT to Classic Country in Feb. ‘13; and, KYWD to Country in
Feb. ‘13.
***Clear Channel also owns new Country stations (with the date they flipped to Country): WSCG/
Augusta (Nov. ‘13) and WKSL/Raleigh (Nov. ‘13). These are included in the station count but are not
in the share, cume and revenue totals for 2013.
Clear Channel also operated 53 HD Country stations.

COX

12+ Shares

CUMULUS

Totals:

Calls/City

Calls/City

Fa ‘12

Revenue (in millions)

2013

2012

$0.8
$0.4
$3.2
$4.9
$0.1
$1.1
$10.1
$0.8
$1.7
$1.0
$2.1
$0.7
$1.1
$1.8
na
$17.9
$14.4
$2.4
$1.4
na
$0.9
$0.3
$1.3
$0.6
$0.5
na
$1.4
$0.2
$1.0
$6.6
$0.1
$8.1
$1.2
$2.0
$3.9
$1.0
$2.0
$1.3
$3.9
$5.0
$1.6
$1.4
$0.2
$0.3
$3.2
$2.9
$1.0
$2.9
$1.5
$1.0
$1.9
$4.2
$1.8
$1.9
$3.7
$0.3
$6.2
$1.1
$0.3
$0.2
$3.2

$1.0
$0.4
$3.4
$4.8
$0.2
$1.1
$11.2
$0.8
$2.0
$1.1
$2.0
$0.7
$0.7
$1.5
na
$16.6
$11.6
$1.9
$1.6
na
$0.8
$0.3
$1.2
$0.4
$0.6
na
$1.0
$0.2
$0.8
$6.2
$0.1
$7.8
$1.3
$2.1
$3.8
$0.7
$2.1
$0.9
$3.4
$5.2
$1.8
$1.4
$0.2
$0.2
$2.5
$3.1
na
$2.8
$1.1
$1.0
$2.1
$4.7
$1.7
$2.0
$4.2
$0.2
$5.8
$1.0
$0.2
$0.2
$3.2

Year	No. Stations
Fall Shares
Cume	Revenue
2013
70
330.3
7,959,700
$161,904,000
2012
80
405.9
7,326,000
$172,900,000
2011
91
492.4
7,658,000
$180,279,000
2010
52
300.2
3,323,000
$85,752,000
2009
52
294.8
2,989,700
$84,225,000
2008
52
297.7
3,196,700
$107,000,000
2007
52
308.5
2,397,400
$112,600,000
Cumulus also owned eight Country stations in non-rated markets, according to BIA.
**WDRQ/Detroit flipped to Country Dec. ‘13, KSKS/Fresno was aquired Nov. ‘13, and KBBM/
Columbia, MO went Country Oct. ‘13. These stations are included in the station count but are not in
the share, cume and revenue totals for 2013.
Cumulus also operated four HD Country stations.

COUNTRY RADIO ’S

MILLION MASTERS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13-tie
13-tie
14
15
16-tie
16-tie

In 2013, 18 Country stations
generated at least $10 million in
revenues, up from 17 last year and
15 in 2012, according to BIA. For
the third consecutive year, WUSN/
Chicago is the nation’s top-billing
Country radio station. Here’s how
they rank:

WUSN/Chicago (CBS Radio)			
KILT/Houston (CBS Radio)			
KKBQ/Houston (Cox)			
KPLX/Dallas (Cumulus)			
KEEY/Minneapolis (Clear Channel) 			
WXTU/Philadelphia (Beasley)			
KSCS/Dallas (Cumulus)			
WPOC/Baltimore (Clear Channel)			
KMLE/Phoenix (CBS Radio)			
WYCD/Detroit (CBS Radio) 			
KNIX/Phoenix (Clear Channel)			
WUBE/Cincinnati (Hubbard) 			
WMZQ/Washington (Clear Channel)			
WQDR/Raleigh			
KKGO/Los Angeles (Mt. Wilson)			
WQYK/Tampa (CBS Radio)			
KYGO/Denver (Lincoln Financial) 			
WKHX/Atlanta (Cumulus) 			

$23,200,000
$19,700,000
$19,000,000
$17,900,000
$16,600,000
$15,000,000
$14,400,000
$12,300,000
$11,600,000
$11,400,000
$11,300,000
$11,100,000
$10,800,000
$10,800,000
$10,700,000
$10,400,000
$10,100,000
$10,100,000

Calls/City

12+ Shares

CURTIS MEDIA

WQDR/Raleigh*

Fa ‘13
9.5

Fa ‘12
7.2

Cume (00)

Fa ‘13

3,058

Fa ‘12

3,257

Revenue (in millions)

2013

$10.8

2012

$11.4

Totals:

Year	No. Stations
Fall Shares
Cume	Revenue
2013
2
9.5
305,800
$10,800,000
2012
2
7.0
325,700
$11,400,000
2011
3
8.4
349,300
$10,500,000
Curtis Media also owned a Country station in a non-unrated market, according to BIA.

Calls/City

12+ Shares

ENTERCOM

WPAW/Greensboro*
WDAF/Kansas City*
KWJJ/Portland*
WBEE/Rochester, NY
KKWF/Seattle*
WGGY/Wilkes Barre
WGGI/Wilkes Barre

Fa ‘13
8.4
5.9
4.2
12.7
4.2
9.3
0.0

Fa ‘12
9.9
4.6
5.2
10.1
3.5
8.8
0.0

Totals:

Year	No. Stations
Fall Shares
2013
7
44.7
2012
7
41.9
2011
8
41.2
2010
9
38.5
2009
9
35.7
2008
9
34.6
2007
8
37.3
Entercom also operated two HD Country stations.

Calls/City

12+ Shares

FOREVER KEYMARKET

WFGY/Altoona, PA
WOGY/Jackson, TN
WOGG/Pittsburgh*
WOGH/Pittsburgh*
WOGI/Pittsburgh*
WBGI/Wheeling, WV

Fa ‘13
16.1
10.3
2.5
0.0
1.5
8.2

Fa ‘12
14.8
8.4
1.7
0.0
1.5
5.5

Cume (00)

Fa ‘13

2,334
3,003
3,433
1,922
5,300
1,278
0

Fa ‘12

3,411
3,051
4,010
1,873
5,726
1,212
0

Revenue (in millions)

2013

$3.1
$3.9
$6.1
$6.0
$5.6
$3.0
$0.0

2012

$3.2
$3.8
$6.1
$6.0
$5.7
$3.0
$0.0

Cume	Revenue
1,727,000
$27,700,000
1,928,300
$27,800,000
2,000,500
$27,450,000
2,298,500
$32,575,000
2,104,500
$30,250,000
1,642,600
$37,700,000
1,444,170
$39,900,000

Fa ‘13

328
160
1,008
0
1,260
242

Fa ‘12

342
147
1,274
0
1,637
216

Revenue (in millions)

2013

$2.1
$1.2
$1.4
$1.1
$1.3
$0.4

2012

$2.5
$1.4
$1.4
$1.3
$1.3
$0.2

Year	No. Stations
Fall Shares
Cume	Revenue
2013
14
38.6
299,800
$15,600,000
2012
14
31.9
361,600
$16,965,000
2011
16
30.9
497,100
$16,125,000
2010
16
29.6
473,000
$16,925,000
Forever/Keymarket also owned eight stations in non-rated markets, according to BIA.
12+ Shares

HALL

WOKO/Burlington, VT
WPCV/Lakeland
WCTY/New London, CT
WCTK/Providence*
Totals:

Year	No. Stations
2013
4
2012
4
2011
4
2010
4
2009
4
2008
4
2007
4

Calls/City

Fa ‘13
13.4
10.9
11.8
6.8

Fa ‘12
14.0
15.9
10.5
6.8

Fall Shares
42.9
47.2
47.5
45.4
45.9
46.9
49.1
12+ Shares

HUBBARD

WUBE/Cincinnati*
WYGY/Cincinnati*
WIL/St. Louis*

Fa ‘13
7.0
2.2
6.2

Fa ‘12
8.5
1.4
5.9

Cume (00)

Fa ‘13

844
964
523
2,904

Fa ‘12

695
1,119
517
2,946

Revenue (in millions)

2013

$2.8
$4.1
$2.1
$4.2

2012

$2.8
$4.4
$2.1
$4.3

Cume	Revenue
523,500
$13,200,000
527,200
$13,600,000
579,300
$12,300,000
559,900
$12,325,000
414,600
$11,625,000
448,300
$14,400,000
424,400
$15,925,000
Cume (00)

Fa ‘13

4,144
1,677
4,924

Fa ‘12

4,880
1,707
5,562

Revenue (in millions)

2013

$11.1
$1.3
$7.9

2012

$11.1
$1.3
$8.0

Totals:

Year	No. Stations
Fall Shares
Cume	Revenue
2013
3
15.4
1,074,500
$20,300,000
2012
4
15.8
1,214,900
$20,400,000
2011
4
16.2
1,274,100
$19,400,000
2010
3
14.8
1,221,400
$19,150,000
2009
3
15.2
1,211,200
$18.075,000
2008
3
13.5
705,700
$22.050,000
2007
3
2.5
765,700
$24,400,000
WIXK/Minneapolis was sold to Zoe Communications in Dec. 2012.
Hubbard also operated two HD Country stations.

Calls/City

12+ Shares

JOURNAL

WCYQ/Knoxville
KTTS/Springfield, MO
KVOO/Tulsa
KXBL/Tulsa+
KFDI/Wichita
KFTI/Wichita+
Totals:

Year	No. Stations
2013
6
2012
6
2011
7
2010
7
2009
7
2008
6
2007
6

Calls/City

LINCOLN FINANCIAL

KYGO/Denver*
KSON/San Diego*
KSOQ/San Diego*

Fa ‘13

4.1
14.4
4.8
4.2
11.5
3.5

Fa ‘12
3.9
17.8
5.7
3.8
10.4
3.7

Fall Shares
42.5
45.3
46.8
41.2
39.3
39.1
43.7
12+ Shares

Fa ‘13
5.0
6.6
0.0

Fa ‘12
4.2
6.8
0.0

Totals:

Year	No. Stations
Fall Shares
2013
3
11.0
2012
3
10.1
2011
3
8.7
2010
3
8.2
2009
3
9.5
2008
3
9.3
2007
3
10.6
Lincoln Financial operated two HD Country stations.

Calls/City

Midwest Communications

WNCY/Appleton, WI
KTCO/Duluth
KVOX/Fargo
WNWN/Kalamazoo, MI
WQTX/Lansing, MI
WBFM/Sheboygan, WI
WDWQ/Terre Haute, IN
WPRS-AM/Terre Haute, IN
WDEZ/Wausau, WI
Totals:

12+ Shares

Fa ‘13
13.8
4.7
6.1
4.6
1.1
9.1
8.1
0.5
9.6

Fa ‘12
12.0
7.3
8.3
3.1
0.9
7.6
9.3
0.0
9.8

Cume (00)

Fa ‘13

679
1,024
1,067
616
1,012
313

Fa ‘12

698
1,026
1,097
732
953
320

Revenue (in millions)

2013

$1.7
$4.2
$3.3
$1.9
$4.0
$0.5

2012

$1.2
$4.0
$3.5
$1.8
$4.0
$0.5

Cume	Revenue
471,100
$15,600,000
482,600
$15,100,000
513,700
$14,600,000
470,300
$14,975,000
467,200
$13,375,000
415,100
$15,000,000
429,900
$16,155,000
Cume (00)

Fa ‘13

4,699
4,799
0

Fa ‘12

4,444
5,071
0

Revenue (in millions)

2013

$10.1
$8.3
$0.0

2012

$10.5
$8.4
$0.0

Cume	Revenue
949,800
$18,400,000
951,500
$18,900,000
915,900
$18,900,000
966,300
$20,925,000
924,400
$19,675,000
564,300
$27,800,000
545,500
$30,675,000

KKGO/Los Angeles*
KGIL/Johannesburg, CA**

Fa ‘13

877
261
329
206
148
191
306
23
576

Fa ‘12
791
320
373
205
183
170
309
0
613

Revenue (in millions)

2013

$5.6
$0.5
$1.9
$0.8
$0.3
$0.6
$0.5
$0.1
$1.4

2012

$5.7
$0.5
$1.9
$0.8
$0.3
$0.6
$0.5
$0.1
$1.4

12+ Shares

Fa ‘13
2.9
0.0

Fa ‘12
2.9
na

Cume (00)

Fa ‘13

Fa ‘12

10,367 12,081
0
na

Revenue (in millions)

2013

$10.7
$0.0

2012

$10.7
na

Totals:

Year	No. Stations
Fall Shares
Cume	Revenue
2013
2
2.9
1,036,700
$10,700,000
2012
1
2.9
1,208,100
$10,700,000
2011
1
2.8
1,190,600
$10,500,000
Mt. Wilson also operated one HD Country station.
**KGIL flipped from Classical to a simulcast with KKGO in Sept. ‘13. It is not included in 2013 totals.

Calls/City

SAGA

WIXY/Champaign, IL
WYXY/Champaign, IL+
KDXY/Jonesboro, AR
WPOR/Portland, ME
WNAX/Sioux City, IA

12+ Shares

Fa ‘13
11.6
3.9
17.2
7.4
3.6

Fa ‘12
10.5
5.0
14.2
5.7
1.7

Cume (00)

Fa ‘13

410
135
447
863
75

Fa ‘12
353
198
410
779
67

Revenue (in millions)

2013

$2.2
$1.0
$1.7
$2.0
$0.6

2012

$2.2
$1.0
$1.5
$2.1
$0.6

Totals:

Year	No. Stations
Fall Shares
Cume	Revenue
2013
12
43.7
193,000
$15,010,000
2012
12
37.1
180,700
$14,810,000
2011
12
38.1
251,100
$15,600,000
2010
12
40.8
238,900
$14,350,000
2009
10
61.8
156,100
$11,700,000
2008
10
56.5
159,100
$14,100,000
2007
10
65.4
151,100
$14,175,000
Saga also owned seven Country stations in non-rated markets, according to BIA.

SummitMedia

WZZK/Birmingham
WQNU/Louisville
WRKA/Louisville
WKHK/Richmond
Totals:
Year	No. Stations

12+ Shares

Fa ‘13
7.0
4.8
2.5
9.6

Fa ‘12
6.9
5.4
3.9
8.5

Cume (00)

Fa ‘13

1,787
1,108
741
1,616

Fa ‘12

1,655
4,976
880
1,657

Revenue (in millions)

2013

$6.3
$2.7
$0.2
$7.2

2012

$6.3
$2.5
$0.2
$7.1

Fall Shares
Cume	Revenue
2013
4
23.9
525,200
$16,400,000
SummitMedia acquired all four of the above stations from Cox in April ‘13.

Calls/City

TOWNSQUARE MEDIA

KEAN/Abilene, TX
KSLI-AM/Abilene, TX
WGNA/Albany, NY
KATP/Amarillo, TX
WPUR/Atlantic City, NJ
WEBB/Augusta, ME
WQCB/Bangor, ME
KCTR/Billings, MT
WHWK/Binghamton, NY
KUSB/Bismarck, ND
KAWO/Boise, ID***
WYRK/Buffalo
KWYY/Casper, WY
KHAK/Cedar Rapids, IA**
KLEN/Cheyenne, WY
WPKQ/Concord, NH**
WDBY/Danbury, CT**
KKCB/Duluth, MN
WKDQ/Evansville, IN
WLCO-AM/Flint, MI
KUAD/Ft. Collins, CO
KEKB/Grand Junction, CO
KUSJ/Killeen-Temple, TX
KMDL/Lafayette, LA
KNGT/Lake Charles, LA
WITL/Lansing, MI**
KLAW/Lawton, OK
KQBR/Lubbock, TX
KYKS/Lufkin, TX
KNFM/Odessa-Midland, TX
KRIL-AM/Odessa-Midland, TX
WOKQ/Portsmouth, NH**
WKXP/Poughkeepsie, NY**
KWWK/Rochester, MN**
WXXQ/Rockford, IL**
KGKL/San Angelo, TX
KKCN/San Angelo, TX
KXKS/Shreveport, LA
WWJO/St. Cloud, MN
KKYR/Texarkana, TX-AR
KORD/Tri-Cities, WA
WFFN/Tuscaloosa, AL
KEZJ/Twin Falls, ID
KNUE/Tyler-Longview, TX
WFRG/Utica, NY
KWFS/Wichita Falls, TX
KDBL/Yakima, WA

12+ Shares

Fa ‘13
9.2
2.0
9.2
4.7
7.0
9.8
12.1
9.4
15.2
5.0
7.1
11.4
14.3
14.4
6.2
1.8
4.7
8.0
12.2
0.0
6.5
8.1
4.9
9.7
7.7
12.8
16.1
4.1
13.2
5.4
0.7
8.6
1.9
9.3
11.3
9.2
2.5
4.4
7.7
15.3
9.6
5.3
10.7
7.7
14.5
8.9
5.4

Fa ‘12
10.4
1.2
7.0
6.0
7.1
11.6
15.2
13.5
12.7
5.4
4.3
11.8
16.9
11.0
5.4
1.3
4.6
10.0
10.2
0.0
7.1
8.5
6.9
8.2
7.0
12.3
15.7
4.0
14.0
6.8
0.0
11.9
1.3
9.7
10.2
9.4
2.8
5.9
9.2
12.8
9.1
4.2
9.7
6.0
12.3
5.1
3.5

Cume (00)

Fa ‘13

298
38
1,505
314
476
199
405
272
593
117
709
2,205
170
504
67
130
184
344
616
0
565
229
368
1,173
311
909
263
315
321
347
24
789
167
285
606
158
55
391
346
326
393
291
288
511
618
212
256

Revenue (in millions)

Fa ‘12 2013

318
30
1,215
321
423
233
428
294
486
149
511
2,011
192
401
65
93
212
396
538
0
615
208
448
944
288
814
255
290
363
340
0
881
145
581
581
147
46
398
372
312
356
296
294
441
601
160
216

$0.8
$0.8
$6.0
$0.4
$1.8
$0.8
$1.8
$1.4
$2.2
$0.6
$1.7
$8.1
$0.7
$3.5
$0.2
$0.6
$1.0
$0.8
$2.3
$0.1
$3.5
$0.6
$1.4
$2.2
$1.2
$3.2
$0.9
$0.6
$1.4
$1.3
$0.0
$4.5
$0.6
$1.5
$2.4
$0.6
$0.4
$1.3
$1.7
$1.5
$1.3
$0.7
$0.7
$1.7
$1.8
$0.4
$0.5

2012

$0.9
$0.8
$5.9
$0.4
$1.6
$0.9
$1.7
$1.4
$2.1
$0.6
$1.7
$8.1
$0.6
$4.0
$0.1
$0.7
$1.1
$0.8
$2.3
$0.1
$3.5
$0.6
$1.6
$2.2
$1.2
$3.4
$0.9
$0.6
$1.5
$1.3
$0.0
$5.0
$0.6
$1.6
$2.5
$0.6
$0.5
$1.2
$1.7
$1.5
$1.2
$0.8
$0.7
$1.7
$1.7
$0.4
$0.5

Totals:

Year	No. Stations
Fall Shares
Cume	Revenue
2013
66
313.3
1,498,700
$52,000,000
2012
51
312.6
1,448,900
$58,879,000
2011
45
309.6
1,347,700
$49,144,000
2010
35
247.3
1,252,600
$45,865,000
Townsquare also owned 19 Country stations in non-rated markets, according to BIA.
Townsquare operated one HD Country station.
**Townsquare acquired these stations and five others in non-rated markets from Cumulus in Nov. ‘13.
They are included in the station count but are not in the share, cume and revenue totals for 2013.
***Townsquare acquired KAWO from Peak in Nov. ‘13. Its share, cume and revenue totals are not
included in the 2013 totals.
Calls/City

Cume (00)

Year	No. Stations
Fall Shares
Cume	Revenue
2013
11
57.6
291,700
$12,705,000
Midwest Communications also owned two Country stations in non-rated markets, according to BIA.
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MT. WILSON

Calls/City
Cume (00)

Totals:

Calls/City

Calls/City

WILKS

WHOK/Columbus, OH+**
KWOF/Denver*
KBEQ/Kansas City*
KFKF/Kansas City*
KLLL/Lubbock, TX
KWFP/Reno, NV
Totals:
Year	No. Stations

12+ Shares

Fa ‘13
1.5
2.2
3.9
8.7
6.8
4.2

Fa ‘12
2.0
2.3
4.4
6.0
9.4
3.8

Fall Shares
2013
6
27.3
2012
7
26.5
2011
7
26.0
2010
6
27.0
2009
5
21.4
2008
5
23.9
Wilks also operated two HD Country stations.
**WHOK moved from 95.5 to 107.1 in April ‘13.

Cume (00)

Fa ‘13

857
2,771
3,122
3,332
414
422

Fa ‘12

1,691
2,717
3,033
3,019
465
292

Revenue (in millions)

2013

$1.4
$2.0
$4.9
$6.4
$1.8
$0.5

2012

$1.5
$2.0
$4.8
$6.2
$1.7
$0.5

Cume	Revenue
1,091,800
$17,000,000
1,266,600
$17,900,000
1,236,400
$16,200,000
1,151,200
$14,725,000
536,900
$15,600,000
635,700
$18,100,000

C

elebrating Republic
Nashville’s five-year
anniversary could
mean listing reams of statistics and accomplishments.
And with 10 No. 1 singles,
more than 5.3 million albums
sold, 34 million tracks sold
and matching sets of five
CMA and ACM trophies, that’s
not hard to do. But President
Jimmy Harnen and his “Fight
Like Apes!” crew can probably
tell their story best.
Matthew Hargis, VP/Promotion

One of the things that make this job so amazing is
that it’s not so much a job as it is a lifestyle. Every
day we have the opportunity to create priceless
memories with our artists, their music, our
staff and Country radio. That being said,
there are literally thousands of wonderful memories in the studio, on the
road, backstage and in every corner
of the country, making it nearly impossible to choose just one. So I have
opted to talk about a staff tradition
rather than a single memory.
When Jimmy and I worked together at Capitol/Nashville, he started
an annual promotion staff lunch
of burgers and fries (along with every other kind of bad food we can order)
at Ted’s Montana Grill in Nashville
the day after the CMA Awards. Of
course, that carried over with the
Apes. This one lunch is an event that I
truly look forward to every year.
The previous four or five days
are literally non-stop action and this is
generally the first and last time that week
that our whole team gets to sit down for a
few hours and reflect on all the efforts from the

previous week and entire year. We
have been so blessed with amazing
artists, music and staff, and it’s
generally at this one lunch that we
finally get a chance to take a deep
breath and enjoy.

Cliff Blake, Midwest

I joined Republic Nashville in
October, 2011. With this company, there’s nothing like the
intensity of the chase. My office
is filled with framed plaques of
all those No. 1s and shattered
sales records – reminders of all
that we’ve accomplished. But it’s
the artists that I enjoy so much.
They accept me like family.
I recall riding squished in a
big van with Florida Georgia
Line and, a year later, seeing them headline for thousands of screaming fans. Remarkable. Standing backstage in the prayer
circle before FGL goes on, sharing prayers for a successful show and
everyone’s safety. Recalling Jon Jones from the Eli Young Band giving
me advice on how to sleep on a bus. The Perry’s calling me “Clifford
the Big Red Dog.” Watching Cassadee Pope hug the children in the
Dayton Children’s Hospital or embracing the tiniest patients at the Boston Floating Children’s Hospital. These are emotional moments that
live forever for me.
And the artists give so much back! After my knee replacement
last November, The Band Perry sent me a giant gift basket
of goodies. The Eli Young Band management sent me 12
movies to watch. Programmers tell me, “You have one heck
of a lineup of artists with great music.” To prove that, at
the end of 2013, something extraordinary happened as
Republic Nashville had four songs in the Top 10.

Megan Knutson, BMLG Dir./Resources

I was incredibly excited on my first day working at
Republic Nashville as Jimmy Harnen’s Executive Assistant over four years ago. After talking with people in
the industry and through multiple interviews with Jimmy,
I knew it was going to be an opportunity for me to truly
learn and grow. I also expected it to be fast paced, challenging and demanding. I assumed that Jimmy would have high
expectations and an overwhelmingly busy schedule (which he
did and still does). One thing I didn’t expect, and which I have
come to cherish at Republic Nashville/BMLG, happened at the
end of that busy, crazy, exciting, overwhelming first day. I got an email from Jimmy thanking me for a great first day. I was shocked. I
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Alpha Ape
Republic Nashville
President Jimmy Harnen
on his view of the jungle.
CA: What was going through
your head the first few weeks
on the job?
JH: I was honored, excited and
maybe two-percent trepidatious.
But I never told anyone about the
trepidation part. The immediate
plan was to build out a brand new
radio promotion team to work in
tandem with the killer executive
team – sales, marketing, new media, publicity, A&R, creative, finance
– already in place at BMLG. This
was the same team that broke Taylor Swift. Intimidating? Abso-freaking-lutely! A friend in the industry
told me that Big Machine was the
Ivy League of the music business,
and they were right. The best part
of those first few weeks was how
gracious and welcoming the BMLG
team was to all of us new folks.
What was the vision?
Music had to lead the way. The word
“music” comes before the word
“business” because there isn’t any
business if you don’t have great music. Our first release, Fast Ryde, was
clearly a band that was about three
years ahead of their time. Those
are not my words, but the words of
many Country radio programmers.
Next was The Band Perry. Unless
you were on the moon for the last
four years, you don’t need me to tell
you about how that turned out.
What a lot of people may not know

BMLG

Zoo
Keepers

is that we lost the bullet twice on “If
I Die Young” before we cracked the
top 30. And TBP visited over 100
radio stations from October 2009 to
February 2010. Kimberly, Neil and
Reid were true road warriors, as they
still are with their touring schedule.
Endless great memories and, whether
they like me calling them kids or not,
they will always be my second kids.
This was your second tenure with
BMLG President/CEO Scott Borchetta, as you worked together
at DreamWorks. Tell us a little
bit about that relationship.
Scott and I are students of the
music business and fondly recall
great stories and successes from
the leaders we admired so much
through the years. We probably
subconsciously tried to incorporate
the great qualities from all of our
record executive heroes. I always
admired the sanctuary that David
Geffen provided at Asylum Records for not only the artists, but
for everyone on the team. I was
in awe of the family environment
that Mo Ostin created and nurtured
so wonderfully at Warner Bros.
There is an old saying, “Everybody
is somebody’s somebody, so lead
with your heart and always do the
right thing – even if it takes longer
and requires more work.” That is
something we try to do every day at
the label.
I also wanted to make Scott
proud. He’s a brother and my
partner, and gave me the chance of
a lifetime by naming me president
of a record label. That was a dream
since I was old enough to buy my
first Beatles single. There are simply
no words to describe how thankful
I am for all that he has done and
continues to do for me.

Harnen on the
department heads
who make Republic
Nashville’s apes
look good.

• COO Andrew Kautz:
“An encyclopedia of
knowledge who we all
lean on. His
kind, confident and
calming
approach
in those
early days will always be deeply
appreciated.”
• SVP/Creative Sandi SpikaBorchetta: “Has a creative
eye like no other. Her historic
career and work precedes her
and populates the halls of the
Country Music Hall of Fame and
Museum as well as the latest hit
videos, albums and award shows.”
• SVP/Sales, Marketing & Interactive Kelly
Rich: “Spent many days answering all of our
questions about sales and provided
us the education of a lifetime
in the new media and digital
world. Among her accolades
and achievements, none are
more impressive than leading
the marketing charge for two
consecutive million-selling debut
weeks from Taylor Swift.”
• SVP/A&R Allison Jones:
“Introduced me, as a new record label head, to the world
of publishing and songwriters. The finest A&R executive
I have ever had the pleasure
of working with. If there is a
hit within 300,000 miles, Allison will hear it first.”
• Dir./Publicity Jake Basden:
“His ‘possibilitarian’ attitude is
one of BMLG’s secret weapons.
The glass is always half full! A
tireless ball of energy with a
hyper-powered Rolodex, love for
life and people.”
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What is the interaction with Republic in New York?
Monte and Avery Lipman’s team is a
phone call away for anything we need,
24/7. I spend most of my time interacting with Monte, Avery, EVP Tom MacKay, EVP Charlie Walk, Daniel Getz and
David Nathan. It gives us an incredible
advantage to have that musical brain
trust with us. They have taken “If I Die
Young” and “Cruise“ to new heights
and audiences, making them the No.
1 and No. 4 best-selling digital singles
in 0country music history.
Tell an untold “Cruise” story.
There were probably three or four
labels all trying to sign FGL for weeks
on end. One day Matthew Hargis and
I drove to Illinois to see them perform
on the Country Throwdown Tour. After
the show, on a day that the temperature was 124 degrees on the field at
show time, we went back to “make our
pitch” to Team FGL. In a moment that
was supposed to be about Brian Kelley
and Tyler Hubbard, all they were concerned about was their band and their
team. They wanted to make sure their
band and team would all stay in place.
That was Tyler’s only question, and I’ll
never forget it. To this day, they are the
very same way and I see it every time I
am with them.
Any regrets?
No regrets, but definitely some
musical heartbreaks. I listened to
the entire Sunny Sweeney album
yesterday, and it’s fantastic. We had
a top ten single with “From A Table
Away,” but missed on “Staying’s
Worse Than Leaving,” which in my
respectful opinion was also a terrific song. “Guinevere” from the Eli
Young Band was another tough one.
Those guys are simply the nicest
and sweetest people anyone could

5 For Fighting Apes
couldn’t believe that the president of a record label
would go out of his way to thank his brand new assistant. Since day one, that has remained consistent and is
a natural part of the BMLG/Republic Nashville culture.
We work hard, we play hard, we “Fight Like Apes!” and
... we say, “Thank you.” For that, I am truly thankful.

Mark Gray, Southwest

I have always wanted to work in the record industry
and it’s such a blessing to get to work with one of the
best labels in town. I’ve been with Republic for three
years now and working with the artists we have is my
favorite part of the job. They treat us like family and
I’ve had some of the greatest moments and memories
on radio tours, watching them grow from a conference
room to the main stage. Some of them include...
Kimberly Perry telling me she had a dream that I
was dancing on a hay bail in front of Luke Bryan’s bus.
(That could actually happen).
EYB’s Mike Eli writing, “Mark, get a map” on a balloon after I got us lost in Houston.
Being out with FGL when “Cruise” went No. 1, the
album dropped and their first bus run. They were like
kids on Christmas when that big boy pulled up.
Last but not least, being with Cassadee at WNOE/
New Orleans’ Christmas show where the crowd was singing “Wasting All These Tears” so freakin’ loud that you
couldn’t hear her by the end of the song. Chills!

•
•
•
•

Sarah Montgomery,
New Artist Product Mgr.

From the moment I met Jimmy and BMLG President/CEO Scott Borchetta, I knew there was something
very different and special about BMLG. These are the
most dedicated, hard-working and passionate people
I have ever met. They have created an amazing artistfocused environment where the music always leads and
quality is never compromised. Our artists and employees quickly became family I will cherish forever.

Stacy Blythe, Southeast

I will never forget the feeling of celebrating our first No.
1 with The Band Perry’s “If I Die Young.” At that point, it
became an addiction and I needed more. Five years and
nine more No. 1s later, I have so many experiences to be
thankful for. Being on the road with the Eli Young Band is
like traveling with four older brothers. I would do anything
for those guys. I remember the moment they won their
first ACM like it was yesterday. I will also never forget
covering the first Florida Georgia Line show in my region
and listening to the crowd scream the words to “Cruise.”
If you haven’t spent time with Cassadee Pope, you don’t
know what you’re missing. I’m kind of a guy’s girl and after
just a few hours on the road with Cassadee, I knew that we
were going to get along just fine. That girl makes me laugh

ever have the pleasure of working with. They gave us a big shot
of street cred when they joined the
label, so not being able to connect
the dots on their first release was a
big disappointment. Those moments
aside, it has been an amazing five
years and I could not be more proud
of what the entire team at Republic
Nashville/BMLG has accomplished.
How did the ape motto start?
When I worked at DreamWorks,
we were having a tough week
on a single and Scott sent out an
email that ended with “fight like
apes!” from Planet of the Apes.
It must have truly engrained in
my subconscious memory, but I
actually forgot all about it until
including it in an email many
years later at Capitol. If memory
serves, Mike Dungan and a few
other people really loved it, so I
kept using it. When I left Capitol,
I heard through the grapevine
that they were changing their slogan to something else, and I was
more than happy to keep using it
at Republic Nashville.
Final thoughts?
Like The Band Perry once said,
“It takes a village to break a
band.” So, we send out a huge
thank-you to all of the artists
who have graced our world in
the first five years. And thanks to
all of the managers, producers,
engineers, songwriters, publishers and agents who walked side
by side with us through all of it.
Country radio, CMT, GAC and
anyone and everyone else who
supported, cheered on, sang,
danced, smiled, cried or partied
along with all of the amazing
music – thank you!

so hard and that voice! Holy moly. I love watching people
in the crowd who are seeing her live for the first time.
Most of all, I love our team. In a situation where there are
so many different personalities thrown together with one
common goal, the energy is constantly contagious.

Kelsey Hamrick, Label Coordinator

During my first week as Jimmy Harnen’s Executive
Assistant, he asked me if I was able to join him for
dinner with Martina McBride and a few others. My
response, “Heck, yes!” Another favorite moment was
covering the first Florida Georgia Line show after we
signed them. Last but not least, I cherish all of the
time that has been spent with my friends at BMLG.

Lois Lewis, West Coast

I’m extraordinarily proud to have been here from
the very beginning. There were so many challenges
along the way, but when you Fight Like Apes!, pool all
your resources and play to the strengths of your team,
artists and radio partners, anything is possible.
My favorite memories include driving from San Jose
to Reno with The Band Perry and hearing Nate Deaton
(GM) and Julie Stevens (PD) play “Hip To My Heart” on
KRTY for the first time. The calls were ... not favorable,
to say the least. I just kept telling TBP that everything was
A-OK ... songs can be polarizing and still work! We now
affectionately refer to that as “The Blood Bath of San
Jose,” but KRTY played that and every TBP record since.
The year TBP won Song, Single and New Artist at the
CMAs, I was four-rows from the top of the arena. When we
won, I stood up all alone and started screaming, “That’s
my band! That’s my band!” Everyone around me thought I
was nuts. I drank (at least) an entire bottle of red wine that
night. It’s the only time I’ve ever missed a flight.
My time with the Eli Young Band is like hanging
out with my best guy friends in the world. The rise of
Florida Georgia Line has been something like I’ve never
seen. Watching Cassadee Pope interact with her fans is
really special – not to mention her voice. My goodness.

Katherine Susemichel, Coord./Promo

My favorite moment was on the BMLG retreat just
a few months after I started. It was one of the all-staff
brainstorming sessions in which innovative, crazy, and
new ideas were being thrown out left and right. I looked
around the room thinking to myself, “I knew Big Machine was good but, man, these people are brilliant.”

Angie Coonrod, Executive Assistant

I came from the pharmaceutical industry and took
the leap of faith to start my dream career in music. It
began during CMA week 2013. It was a real whirlwind
and I could not have been more satisfied. I was sharing my story with family and friends and said, “This
doesn’t even feel like a job. I love it. I love our music.
I love our artists.”
CAC
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Fare Checking
Reps’ Favorite Eats
T

hey compete in the same region for different labels, but
the two reps stood in the shadow of the High Roller observation wheel late one ACM weekend night, shouting
to be heard over the Party For A Cause music pulsing from
the stage. But the discussion had nothing to do with competitive issues, problem markets or travel headaches. No,
the topic was food. Specifically, where to eat in which cities
... and what to order. Soon, a PD sauntered over and offered

Des Moines, IA
Chops & Getting Chopped

Curb regional Stephanie O’Donnell makes a
point to visit 801 Chophouse in Iowa’s capital
at every visit. (The company also has them in
Omaha, St. Louis and two in Kansas City).
The Appeal: “Goodness gracious, you can
find the best pork chop of your life there,”
O’Donnell says. “It was probably still oinking as you were pulling up to the valet. Then
there’s the apple compote they put on it ...
holy moly. I was introduced to that place by the
World Renowned Connoisseur of restaurants,
WAR’s Chris Palmer. We
were on a big radio tour
with an artist – I think
it was Love And Theft
– and when the waiter
came around initially,
Stephanie
Palmer couldn’t stop
O’Donnell
talking about this pork
chop. Before we could
order anything, Palmer asks them to cook up a
pork chop or two and slice it up as an appetizer for everyone. I was thoroughly impressed
by that move, and appreciative. I wouldn’t have

his take. And a story idea was born...
Breaking bread is part of the business for labels, radio
and artists, and exactly how it’s done is very serious business for many. Finding great local flavor, a top-shelf experience or an extra-greasy spoon is a point of pride, and
Country Aircheck tapped that well of knowledge for this
article and a subsequent regular feature in our weekly. One
warning: If you weren’t hungry when you started reading ...

ordered a pork chop myself, so I’m glad I got
to taste it. On subsequent trips, I have always
gotten the chop. Mmm.”
Counterpoint: Cumulus KJJY/Des Moines PD
Bob O’Dell’s choice is a little ... scarier.
Burger Down: “I’ve not been to 801 Chophouse,” he says. “But if you’re in Des Moines,
you must check out Zombie Burger + Drink
Lab downtown. This one-off freaky restaurant
features the most bizarre
burger combinations you
can imagine and is known
for their weird spiked milk
shakes, as well.”
What To Order: “Some
of their most popular
creations are the Zombie
Burger, the East Village of
Bob O’Dell
the Damned Burger, the
Flamethrower Burger, the
Dead Moines, the They’re Coming to Get You
Barbara Burger and, my personal favorite, the 28
Days Later, featuring caramelized onion, lettuce,
tomato, onion, mayo and blue cheese. Real messy,
real good. Be prepared to wait – this joint is standing room only.”
What They Ordered: O’Dell’s not sharing who
likes what on his many visits. “What happens at
Zombie Burger stays at Zombie Burger.”

Washington, D.C.

soup, mussels fra diavolo, Sunday
brunch – and every meal has been
excellent.”
Introductions: During my Arista
Columbia’s David Friedman loves
days, I did introduce Brad PaisOld Ebbitt Grill in the nation’s
ley to the OEG. He was in town
capital.
to tape An American Celebration
at Ford’s Theatre durThe Appeal: “How can
ing the spring of 2003.
you not love a restaurant
His hotel was literally
that has been around
around the corner from
since James Buchanan
the restaurant, so I took
was president? The food
Brad, his tour managis fantastic and the atmoers and possibly his
sphere, which features a
father Doug there prior
large, mahogany bar, is
to the taping. I recall
perfect for any occasion.
David Friedman
every person thoroughly
And if you can’t make it
enjoying the crab cakes
to Old Ebbitt, their sister
and I’ve heard Brad mention it
restaurant Clyde’s is similar and can
as a favorite since, so that always
be found everywhere from Georgemade me feel good.”
town to Bethesda to Columbia, MD.”
Great Lengths: “If I did go to great
The Food: “They serve the best
lengths to eat there, it probably
crab cakes I have ever eaten and
involved eating two dinners in one
their homemade basil vinaigrette
night because Jon Anthony (formerly
is the best salad dressing in the
WMZQ) probably wanted to dine at
world. It feels like I have tried
Applebee’s and I had to reset my paleverything on this menu – oysters,
ate with some quality food.”
hamburgers, chili, French onion
Sure Beats TGI Friday’s
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Portland, ME
Seafood Paradise

EMI Nashville’s Mike Krinik calls Portland a “dinner city” and says he found his
favorite spot, Street and Co., through
radio friends.
The Appeal: “WPOR’s Matty Jeff and
WTHT’s Cory Garrison both turned me
on to this place. Hip vibe, craft cocktails and seafood right off
the boats down the street! It gets no better
and whether visiting WPOR or the Wolf,
that is my place. Kelleigh Bannen and Eric
Paslay have both loved it each time we’ve
been in town.”
Counterpoint: Matty Jeff doesn’t disagree.
“I do think Mike is off his rocker, but he nails
this one on the head. I love bringing guests
to Street and Co. – in a city known for great
seafood, it’s the best high-end seafood spot in
Matty Jeff
the city. The other place I really love to bring
reps and artists to is The Grill Room. Great
atmosphere and one of the best restaurants in the city. They have
amazing thick-cut pork chops! And when it comes to what Maine is
known for, I love bringing folks to the Lobster Shack right on the
ocean. Amazing views, and the best lobster rolls in the area.”
Mike Krinik

New Haven

Pizza Possible & Cow Hunters Needed
Curb’s Annie Sandor heads back to her old
stomping grounds for her favorite, Bar.
The Appeal: “The best pizza around,” she says.
“Their mashed potato/
bacon pizza is a must
have. I’ve changed my
travel to fit in a visit –
it’s that good. When I
was working at WWYZ/
Hartford years ago, we
hosted a dinner there
for record label reps/
Annie Sandor
radio during CRS
Northeast. We filled an entire coach bus with 40
skeptics and turned them into fans.”
Counterpoint: WWYZ’s Cory Myers has a differ-

ent suggestion. “I agree
that Bar is terrific,”
Myers says. “And, yes,
who knew that mashed
potatoes on pizza could
be good? (As for the
bacon, you could wrap
a turd in it and it would
be delicious). Still, I
Cory Myers
have to politely disagree. Connecticut is well-populated with us gorgeous, passionate people of Italian descent and,
therefore, I would choose Carbone’s in Hartford’s
Little Italy. Went there once with Rodney Atkins
and ordered carpaccio, a dish made with raw filet
mignon, sliced super thin and covered with parmesan cheese. Rodney sat there wrinkling his nose
at me and, when I offered some to try, he quickly
declined. For a hunter, I was surprised he was disgusted by me eating raw beef, but he doesn’t hunt
cows does he? It’s not for everyone, but yum!”

Sacramento
Tatted-UP & Tasty

Former Bigger Picture regional Brad Helton found Ink Eats & Drinks
on a desperate search for a late-night meal.
The Appeal: “Comfort food for road dogs who miss home cooking,”
Brad says. “Breakfast, lunch, dinner and super late-night menus. They offer tasty delights including jalapeño biscuits, sloppy joe sliders, a Bloody
Mary bar and bottomless mimosas on Sunday Funday. And, of course, the
brownie sundae. The mac and cheese will make
you think you’re in the south – slap yo’ mama
good! This place is perfect for the road-worn, tatted musician who wants a late-night eatery full of
his/her Converse-wearing, heavy-gauge-piercedlobe peers. They even do block parties and have
live music.”
The Find: “I Yelped this place when I was on a
long layover in the Vegas airport and desperate to
find a place open for a real meal when we landed
Brad Helton
in Sacramento on a radio tour with an artist who
had a certain affection for tattoos. The name “Ink”
had him sold. We instantly felt at home via Sailor Jerry-inspired tapestries,
bright colored bar decor and tattoo-influenced table designs. Of course,
the entire staff sported full-sleeve tattoos, pompadours and looked as if
they walked right off of a pinup calendar. Betty Paige would have been
jealous. Find a place to sleep close by – the food coma ensues quickly.”

Indianapolis

A Cocktail That Rivals The Famous
Cold River’s Bill Heltemes says St. Elmo’s in the
Circle City is a must.
The Appeal: “They’re known around the world
for their shrimp cocktail (it’s all about the sauce),
but their steaks are superb
as well,” he says. “I’ve set
up radio appointments in
Indianapolis just so I could go
to St. Elmo’s and get shrimp
cocktail ‘to go’ and bring
it home to my wife for her
birthday. I also once had to
get shrimp cocktail to go for a
Bill Heltemes
Warner Bros. Pop promo guy,
so he could take it to Van Halen in Lexington, KY. He
met me half-way to pick it up!
“Neal McCoy did a thing for the Indy 500 one year
and everyone involved ended up at St. Elmo’s. Neal’s
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guitar player Lou Rodriguez dared me to kiss him on
the lips because of a conversation we were having.
I did, to the surprise of many. Sorry, Jon Loba, you
aren’t the only one!”
Counterpoint: Emmis/Indianapolis’ Bob Richards
agrees. “Bill is spot on! Elmo’s is world renowned for their
shrimp cocktail. It’s a local steakhouse that’s been around
for more than 100 years. The cocktail is loaded with horse-

radish, and it’s like a punch to the face that you don’t feel
after 10 seconds. It’s just an incredible rush that, for some
reason as painful as it can be, is enjoyable.
“It’s also the destination for
anybody who’s anybody that
comes to town. For example,
during the Super Bowl, you’ll see
almost everybody there. The NFL
Combine is held here every year,
so all of the NFL’s head coaches
and scouts are here. There was
a show here the week of the
Bob Richards
Combine, and I’m there with
somebody from a record label and someone else from the
radio station, and people keep looking over at our table. I
was thinking, ‘Well, they must know who we are. That’s pretty
cool.’ I paid no attention to who was sitting right next to
us until I heard someone say, ‘Hey Coach, how are you?’ I
looked over and it was the Patriots’ Bill Belichick.” CAC
Send your route-setting restaurant thoughts to
news@countryaircheck.com.

PEO PLE
ARE TALKIN’
‘ BOU T
“The Kodiak Kid . . . Rachele Lynae’s pen was used
for all 12 [songs], resulting in a deeply personal
project . . . [and] songs like ‘Cigarette’ and
‘Clean’ . . . leave a lasting impression.”
—Taste Of Country
“Rachele’s got a big voice . . . and she sounds utterly
confident employing it.” —Country Weekly
“Rachele’s voice was made to sing country music.”
—Country Music Matters
“. . . looks like Rachele Lynae was born
to be part of the country music industry.”
—Musiqtone.com
“She’s here to stay, and we all
should be so lucky
to count her among our
finest female vocalists.”
—Nashville Gab

THE DEBUT ALBUM FROM

RACHELE
LYNAE

Bob
Kingsley
Counting (Down)
His Blessings

C

elebrating his 40th anniversary with a who’s-who of country artists the
week of CRS, Bob Kingsley was on top of the world ... and why not?
The Country Radio Hall of Famer captains his own Country Top 40
and boasts a storied career littered with accolades and awards. But the idea
of a national country countdown show was anything but a no-brainer when
he started with American Country Countdown in 1974. And an abrupt end to
his 30-year run on the show was a game-changer. Those challenges, his approach to interviewing and the big surprise that left him, literally, speechless
are discussed in this wide-ranging conversation.
Country Aircheck: What were you doing when you were asked to join
American Country Countdown and who talked to you? Did Casey Kasem
call you himself?
Bob Kingsley: No. I was there quite awhile before Casey realized
who I was or what I was doing. It was primarily built around Casey’s
American Top 40. I got the call from Tom Rounds in 1974, but it
was a couple years before that when Don Bustany told me they
were thinking about doing a country version of
AT40. I was working at KLAC/Los Angeles and
went somewhere in Hollywood to cut a demo
for them. They told me what they were going
to do, and I liked the idea. I always liked countdowns. But I
never heard from them, and there was nothing new about
that. They actually started with Don Bowman as the host and,
a couple years later, realized they weren’t all that familiar with
country music.
I was out and about quite a bit doing clubs, talent contests
and at the restaurants where everybody hung out. TR heard
my name from a promotion fellow at Columbia, called and we
had lunch. So I got the gig as producer of ACC from ‘74-’78.
Don Bowman was a country comedian who passed away
last year. He was opening shows for Willie and Waylon, and
wrote songs, including “Good Hearted Woman.” So he was
busy and didn’t show up a few times to do the countdown.
He was working shows and often didn’t call in until the last
minute. So I sat in for him a couple of times. Finally, TR told
me this wasn’t working and in April of ‘78, I took over.

THE INTERVIEW

“

I really
believe
that ABC
thought
that I
would
just quit
and walk
away.
Obviously,
I did not
do that.

”

How did the show change with Don leaving and you stepping in as host?
The format was set up along the AT40 line. I have loved countdowns
since I was a kid. I can still remember Joey Yocam and Al Jarvis on
KFWB/Los Angeles back in the ‘50s. I was mowing lawns on Saturday
morning and wouldn’t miss it. Then I was a box boy and had to hear
that top 10, so I’d get in peoples’ cars while they were shopping, lay
on the floorboards and turn the radio up. And I’d root for my favorite
song to move up the chart. So I brought a few things to the show. I had a
vision and they pretty much left me alone, which was great. With growth
came a lot of autonomy.
What were those early struggles like? Was it a hard sell?
Yeah, it very much was. I really wasn’t involved in the sales aspect – and it
was a direct sell in those days, too. There was no barter. You paid dollars
depending on the market, most of which were tiny. Texas was great and kind
of saved the day for us because I know there were several times TR was thinking it wasn’t working. They were having problems getting into the top 100
markets, but then ABC came along and bought the thing from Casey. When
the network took over, it just kind of exploded. Going to barter was huge.
What was that vision?
Get artists to talk. I slowly started moving to direct interviews, which was probably
one of the biggest changes. Instead of just playing them and getting press releases,
we started doing interviews. Then we started using some of those interviews on
the air. That worked extremely well. When you’ve got 40 records and three hours,
which is what we started with, you had to be real careful about what you used,
because you didn’t have a whole lot of time. So, I had to be really point-on. Going to
actualities was big time; I don’t think anybody was doing that then.
What other changes have been made over the years?
The music’s changed, and some of the personnel. Pat Shields, who was with
me in the beginning, retired. That was shocking – to be doing something long
enough in radio to actually have someone retire. The concept has stayed the
same, though. Driving it toward No. 1, a little information about the artist
and every artist is treated pretty much the same. A brand new artist gets
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THE INTERVIEW
just as much info delivered as somebody that’s been
out for awhile. I’ve always been a big proponent of
new music. Even though they might not be a big-time
national act at the moment, but if they make the
40, somebody knows who these people are and they
should be treated as such.
Also, an artist that’s just starting out is so eager to
be helpful and, if you get there in the very beginning,
the odds are pretty good that you’re going to be able
to get to them as they grow. That seems to have been
the case, with maybe an exception or two.
After 30 years with ACC, ABC switched hosts about
nine years ago. How gut-wrenching was that for you?
I don’t even like to revisit that, because it came out of nowhere. My deal was up at the end of ‘05 and we’d been
through negotiations several times. There was no huge
demand for money or anything; it seemed like business
as usual. It wasn’t as though we were on our last leg, lost
a lot of stations or the ratings were no good.
ABC executive John McConnell shows up in
Weatherford, TX, sits down and, after I asked how he
was, says, “You know what, we’re in love with our new
host.” That was the first thing out of his mouth. I said,
“What did you say?” And he said, again, “We are in
love with our new host.”
You didn’t know anything about this?
No! There was no reason to suspect anything was different. As a matter of fact, everything was growing and
going fine. Obviously, at some point, they decided they
wanted to go in another direction, and I’ve always had
a suspicion about how it went down, but it was a complete shock. I said something really cute like, “John,
nice talking with you,” and walked him to the door. I
remember slamming that door pretty hard. It took a
little while, but within 24 hours, I decided that I was not
done and, particularly, not done this way.

them and bring up some things they might not even
remember, I’ve yet to find anybody that didn’t really
open up. Then it becomes just a couple folks visiting.
It’s wonderful and that’s what I try to do every time.
Waylon was fascinating and, when he got straight, had
so much to say. Cash was a great interview, too. It took
a little bit, it really did.

ever met. They meet the wounded at the big hospital
in Germany and do anything they can to make them
comfortable the whole way through. How could you
not support that? I’m going next week to the Wounded Warrior Courage Awards in New York where several
hundred of them will gather. It takes your breath away
... just overwhelming.

Do you have any tricks for getting great stories out
of artists?
Rob Simbeck does most of the interviews these days
in Nashville or, if they’re coming through Texas, I
try to get them. And we probably do dozens together
at CRS. His philosophy is pretty much the same as
mine: Just be really prepared. I’m going with a list of
things about them and, sometimes, there are topics
they don’t want to discuss. That’s easy to detect and
you don’t push ... at least I don’t. You can always find
something on the list to get them going. The trick is –
and it’s pretty doggone simple – listen. Just listen. Out
of one question and one answer will come 10 more
questions. These days, of course, the bigger the act,
the shorter the length of the interview, so that’s a little
difficult. But if you pay attention at the very beginning, you can get them for as long as you can keep the
door closed and the handlers away.

People probably don’t know this, but you’re one of
the nation’s foremost cutting horse professionals.
How did you get involved in that and what’s your
operation like?
Well, I’m fortunate to own one of the great mares,
Little Pepto Gal. She no longer cuts, but she’s a breeding mare. I’ve loved horses since I was a kid. I was
born in San Francisco, we moved to L.A. when I was
about five, and it’s a little hard to find a whole lot of
horses in that area.
Until you have ridden your first cutting horse,
there’s no way to explain that rush beyond compare. I
do a lot of riding out in the country, but I am competitive and enjoy that aspect. I’m breeding what I
think are some pretty good horses, work with some
outstanding trainers who are great showmen and I’m
enjoying watching them show my horses as much as I
do riding them. It’s a dream that finally came to fruition and I couldn’t be happier about it.

What do you think of how country music has evolved?
Well, it’s fascinating. I remember Ray Price having the
first record with strings on it in 1963. I was working
weekends at KFOX/Long Beach, which was home to

What was it like starting over from scratch after so
many years?
Oh, it was weird. We all got on the telephone.
I called every single radio station. Fortunately,
syndication, like so many other things, is all about
relationships. We lost some stations, but then we got
a lot of those stations back. ABC came with some
clout and we had no leverage at all, but it hung on.
We got most of our stations back and added some.
We didn’t miss a beat. That meeting happened in
late ‘05, we did our last show at the end of the year
and in January, had Country Top 40 on the air and
working. I look at it now and wish I would have
done this long, long ago.
Was there ever a moment when you thought about
hanging it up?
Yeah. Because starting all over was a daunting prospect. I came home that night and talked about it at
length with my wife, Nan. It’s like anytime you’ve been
fired –it’s one of those things you never get over. But
the more I thought about it, the more I thought I’m
just not done.
Do you think ABC miscalculated the Country landscape or maybe underestimated your relationships?
I really believe that ABC thought that I would just
quit and walk away. Obviously, I did not do that.
Just like being fired from a radio station and good
ratings come in after you’re on the street, you
keep waiting for that telephone call. “Hey, we’re
sorry. We made a mistake, please come back.”
Whether they feel that or not, I don’t know. But
I’m happy with the way it turned out.
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some monster disc jockeys – Biff Collie, Lee Ross and
the Squeakin’ Deacon. I was in the control room and
Biff was on the phone with Ray Price just enraged and
screaming about Ray’s song. “What happened to the
Cherokee Cowboys? Where are those twin fiddles?
What is this?” And Ray is trying to say, “I was trying to
do a little something different.” That was interesting,
but it seems like the real big change started in like ‘70
or ‘71 with Lynn Anderson’s “Rose Garden.” Then,

Speaking of dreams or a dream night, what were you
thinking at your 40th anniversary surprise?
I kept trying to get a handle on it, because I’m much
more comfortable in my little booth with a couple of
people on the other side of the glass.
What I do hasn’t been in isolation, but you talk
about a lot of the different artists over the years. They
may have heard it or heard about it, but you don’t
really hear from them. You know it has an impact, if
nothing else, because of the ratings.
[Big Machine’s] John Zarling, my wife, [the Opry’s]
Pete Fisher and a lot of other people put it together
over five months and I didn’t have a clue. I had no idea
how naive I was! This was a massive undertaking.
Somewhere in my head I said, “Now, wait a minute. Wait a minute. What?” After a little bit, I just gave
it up. It’s just not my nature to have that much of a
spotlight shined on me, but I have to put it right up
there in about the top three events of my life, never to
be forgotten. Interestingly enough, I remember most
everything that went on that night.
Any moment stand out?
All of them. I was so pleased that everybody that is
involved with the show was there because they’re
just as dedicated to it as I am. I think it began with
David Nail and just continued. What a great job Blair
Garner did as emcee! Rob Simbeck called me for an
interview to redo my bio and, of course, it was all for
this deal. To see the Eli Young Band up there, who
I have been a fan of since they were in college in
Denton, was great. And I thought he was in Europe
handling his comeback tour, so I had no idea that
Garth was there. He came out, walked over to the
stage right in front of my table and pointed at me.
My dear friend Red Steagall was there and said
some wonderful things. Wynonna asked what song I
wanted to hear, the camera is on me and I’m trying to
say “Why Not Me,” but I couldn’t even talk. I was dumbstruck. I thought, “Wow, I guess I can walk away a happy
guy now, because this is unbelievable.” I still get notes
from people who were there saying, “Best time ever,
ever.” And it was.
What’s the best part about being Bob Kingsley?
I’m at a point in time where I’m pretty relaxed and
think that most of the decisions I’ve made have been
good ones. There are always some things you might

The trick is – and it’s pretty doggone simple – listen. Just listen.
Out of one question and one answer will come 10 more questions.

You’ve interviewed almost everyone who ever had a
country hit. Any particular interviews stand out?
There have been a few that showed up and weren’t
100% straight. Those are always interesting, but
overall, everybody’s been really great even when they
got to superstar status. The one that comes to mind
frequently is Garth Brooks. In the beginning, he was
very available, obviously, but as his stature grew he was
even more accessible and forthcoming. I’ve always
had an amazing regard for that. He’s the epitome of a
great interview.
What’s your approach to conducting interviews?
You better have done your homework. I don’t care if
it’s a new artist or a superstar, once they realize you’ve
done your homework, are there to really talk with
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of course, 1989 comes along and it’s still fascinating
today. The music is outstanding and I look forward to
it every single week.
Steering away from the countdown, working with veterans is something that’s very important to you. How
did that start?
I was in the Air Force, though I certainly didn’t see
combat or anything along those lines. I can’t relate
to what a combat veteran must have gone through.
My dear friend Bruce Nitsche lost a leg in Vietnam
and was not treated well when he came home. He
dedicated his life to veterans, particularly combat veterans. He started the Wounded Warrior Project and,
when he called me about it, I said I’ll do whatever I
can to be helpful. He’s one of the finest people I’ve
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change, but I don’t even think about that. I just truly
enjoy where I am today. Everything is good with my
wife. The dogs are good, the cats are good. The horses
are particularly good. The people I work with – everything is just right. It might change tomorrow morning, but right now it’s excellent.
I’ve got a really nice view from my chair in the
bedroom, so every morning I sit with my first cup of
coffee, look out over the ranch and feel grateful. I try
to do the same thing every evening. Truthfully, not
just a tip of the hat, I am probably the luckiest disc
jockey to ever walk the road. All of this just worked
out so well and I’m still having a great time. I truly
enjoy it. Not exactly sure what the future holds, except
I do know that one way or the other, I will continue to
be counting them down. CAC
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